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Reappointment Decisions
Spawn Two Rehearings

A Trinity student takes advantage of his free time with a
.

'

by Patty Hooper
Qliinones stated that he felt he
On June 25, 1980, the Committee of was treated unfairly. Quinones
Appointments and Promotions mentioned that from conversations
announced its 1980 decisions, he had with College President
including three awards of academic Theodore D. Lockwood, the
tenure and two negative decisions President gave him the impression
that he had been expected to
regarding reappointments.
Academic tenure and promotion initiate an Asian Studies program,
to the-rank of Associate Professor even though Quinones claims he
was granted.to David Ahlgren in was never approached about
the Engineering Department, forming such a program.
Eugene E. Leach in the History
Quinones stated that "it apDepartment and American Studies peared as if the President was
Program, and Craig Schneider in searching for a rationale to reject
the Biology Department.
my candidacy."
The reasons for Quinones'
The two negative decisions
denied reappointment to Assistant rejection, according to him, were
nap and a cold beer.
Professor of History C. Kenneth shortcomings in breadth and efphoto by )ohn Hardy
Quinones and Assistant Professor fectiveness of teaching, academic
of Economics James L. Beaver. promise, and collegial service. He '
The refusal to re appoint Beaver is. stated that Lockwood, who is
presently under reconsideration at currently on a one term sabbatical
and was unable to be reached for
Beaver's request.
public high schools, and a majority
The decision regarding Quinones comment, described his lack of
of these came from the top ten was one made during the Assistant collegial service as a ."failure to •
percent of their classes. The overall Professor's pre-tenure review. maintain a good rapport with
median SAT scores for the fresh- Under the present tenure track, a certain influential professors.".
men average 570 for the verbal member of the faculty initially
Quinones questioned whether
tests and 610 for math.,
~'
receives a three year appointment. recommendations which were
According to the applications for In the spring of his or her second received by the Committee were
admission, the majority of .fresh- year, the Committee qn Ap- treated fairly. He stated that it
. men are; yet-undecided as to their pointments and Promotions makes appears so him as if "there has to be
major. For those who did speculate its first decision regarding re- a negative element in the
on tentative majors, biology and appointment for two additional assessment Of recommendations
economics were the most popular. years. Then, in the spring of his or (or the evaluations to be credible."
Each of these departments may her fourth year, the candidate is In response to this statement. De
now Expect forty-four prospective • given pre-tenure review. Quiftones Rocco said that there is a need for
majors. The studies of History, was not reappolnted at this reView, "balanced assessment of aggregate
English.. Political
Science,
Ouinones, who termed his failure characteristics of an academic in
Engineering, and Math followed in to be reappointed as "a hatchet his or her professional scholarly
that order as possible majors of the job," resigned his faculty position life. As such, a recommendation is
freshmen.
two weeks ago to accept a job with not equivalent to an endorsement."
With regard to the tenure system
Trinity matriculated its first the United States State Department.
as
a whole, Committee Chairman
student from the People's Republic
of China. Greece and Canada are
According to Ouinones, when and Professor of Economics Ward
also represented in the Freshmen the original decision was an- S. Curran said that as an individual,
class. The state of Connecticut nounced in late May, History he has questions about the tenure
supplied 142 students to the class; Department Chairman Edward W. system, "But," he stated, "you have
the
bordering
states
of Sloan III, on behalf of Ouinones, to look at the long-term viability of
Massachusetts and New York serveN immediately asked for a rehearing. the candidate. A tenure decision is •
as home for 78 and 71 freshmen This rehearing was held on June 12. a long-term contractual decision.
respectively. Twenty-eight students Quinones stated that following the There is always a positive and from both New Jersey and Penn- rehearing, the negative decision negative side. There is a
tremendous amount" of foresight
sylvania are presently enrolled in remained. At this point, Quinones involved."
said that he decided to exercise his
the Class of '84.
right to bring his case before (he
Quinones summed up his
Committee's Appeals Board. Sloan opinion of the tenure system as
asserted that he had been gathering follows.1"*" When you are untenured,
pertinent recommendations and you do not know where to focus
information in preparation for the your energy. The decision is made
Appeal up until Quinones resigned. and then an explanation is created.
According to Dean of Faculty It is grossly ynfair because of its
and Secretary of the Committee of arbitrary nature. There is a lot of
students on the mealplan this year Appointments, and Promotions uncertainty that the junior faculty
as there were last year, and there Andrew G. DeRocco, in order for must face the way the system is
has been good feedback thus far in an appeal to be considered by the now run." .
connection - with the "in- Appeals Board, there "must have
In other Appointment and
betweener" and lunch deli line.
been a clearly demonstrated case Promotion decision, Peter d'A.
of procedural irregularity or Jones was appointed, at the rank of
This fall's Cave hours are 8:00 evidence of manifest unfairness."
AM to 10:00 PM Monday through No case has ever been brought Professor as the William R. Kenan
Jr., Professor of American InFriday, 9:00 AM to 6:30 PM on before the Board.
cont. on p. 5
Saturdays, and 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM
on Sundays. Kleeman claims that
the decision to close the Cave an
hour earlier on the weeknights was
based on several factors. First of i
all, the Cave will be used after
10:00 for functions formerly held in
p. 7
Wean Lounge before its refur- An Unfortunate Decision
nishing. According to Kleeman,
surveys showed that the Cave was
not "as busy" in the 10:00 to 11:00 Concert Series Opens
'.
p. 12
period as during earlier hours.

Freshman Class Matriculates
by Margaret Henderson
The Matriculation and Book
Ceremony, a traditional Trinity
College service since the College's
founding 158 years ago, yesterday
afternoon confirmed the entrance
of the freshman class into the
College community, Each student
in the 453 member freshman class
and the 14 transfer students who
expect to earn a degree from
Trinity received an invitation to
attend the one o'clock services.
-**5$tKk * T r i n i t y .matriculation
f
cefeinoiiy- ^ s ' fashioned after a
custom which originated in
England during the fifteenth
century. In the year 1420, all
students - ...attending
Oxford
University were commanded by the
King's ordinance "to take an oath
before the chancellor to keep the
statutes for the preservation of the
peace . . . to discharge faithfully all
scholastics duties . . . and to
maintain and defend all the right
and immunities of the College."
The Book Ceremony originated
more recently. According to the
tradition of this ritual, the
President of the College entrusts a
book, which has been touched by

every Trinity alumnus, to the care
of Professor George B, Cooper,
Secretary of the College. Professor
Cooper and his faculty collegues
maintain custody of the Book until
it is presented to the President at
Commencement.* At this time, the
Book is placed in the hands of each
graduate as he receives his degree.
During the ceremonies yesterday,
Joyce H. Fryklund represented her
class by signing the book. Fryklund
is alphabetically the 158th member
of her class.
Following the ceremony, each
incoming student met individually
with the President in his office, and
personally signed the book. In
doing so, the students reaffirmed,
the oath which they had tajcen
during
the
Matriculation
Ceremony.
The Class of 1984 is composed of
230 men and 223 women. The
Admissions Office chose these
students from a total of 3,031
"applicants. Approximately 35
percent of the class attended independent schools. The remaining
65 percent of the entering freshman class were graduated from

Cave Caters to New Schedule
Saga Redesigns Meal Plan
by Megan White
Shortened night time Cave hours
and a Hamlin "inbetweener" served
from 2;30 to 3:IS are among the
• changes evident in this fali's food
service program.
Carol Kleeman, who has
replaced Jeff Wilson as food
service director, explained that the
Hamlin "in-betweener", at which
salad, soup, and bread are served,
is aimed at those students whose
classes run over regular lunchtime
hours. Mealplan students who have
not presented their meal ticket for
lunch may alternatively use it for
the afternoon "in-betweener," or
admittance may be gained through
a fee of $1.95. In addition, said
Kleeman, regular lunch has been
expanded by the addition of a deli
line which serves hard rolls, soup,

and a specialty sliced meat and
salad each day.
Kleeman notes that as in the
past; students this year have the
option of signing up for three
different meal plans: nineteen,
fifteen, or ten meals per week.
Meal hours are also the same, with
- weekday full break-fast being
served from 7:30 to 9:00, continental breakfast from 9:00 to
9:30, lunch from 11:30 to 1:15,.and
dinner from 5:00 to 6:45. Weekend
brunch is served from 11:00 to
12:30 and dinner from 5:00 to 6:30.
Non-meal plan students may
purchase individual meals for the
following prices,: breakfast for
$1.35, lunch for $2.40, dinner for
$3.50, steak night for $3.75, and
brunch for $2.75.
According to Kleeman, there are
approximately the same number of
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Ann oun cem en t s
Added Course

AIESEC

Young Democrats

Added Course: ED ICS 340, Meeting Tuesday, September 16,
American Education and Blacks: at 7:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
Historical Perspectives. Among the
topics this course will cover are:
historic patterns of discrimination
and racism, higher education, the
evolution of social and political Students for (D) Dodd U.S. Senate.
theory, debates between Booker T. Meeting on Thursday, September
" Washington and W.E.B. DuBois, 18, at 7:00 p.m. in McCook 205.
community control, Bakke, current
neo-conservative arguments and
the' role of the family and other
; non-school "educators." Students
The Connecticut Women's
will be .encouraged to study Educational and Legal Fund
Hartford and the status of Black (CWEALF), located at 57 Pratt
1
students at Trinity. The course will Street, Hartford, is seeking interns
be conducted as a modified in the areas of graphic arts,
marketing, journalism and public
' seminar.
When: Tuesdays, 1:15 relations. For more information on
Where: McCook 203
this and other internships, contact
There are no prerequisites for trie Internship Office in Seabury this course. For further in- 4 3 C . :
i•
•
' .
.•
-formation, come to class or contact
Don't forget! This is the'last
the instructor, Professor Ron week to register for credited fall
Goodenow.
semester internships. Get to work
early on spring placements!

Dodd-U.& Senate

-I

CWEALF

There will be an AIESEC
meeting Wednesday at 7:15. We
will be going over Mark Taylor's
upcoming visit, Mark is the
National Marketing Director. New
members are always welcome.

Computing Lecture
COMPUTER
GRAPHICS
SYSTEMS will be presented by Dr.
Michael P. Carroll Manager,
Computer Aided Design derber
Systems Technology on Thursday.
September 18, 1980. 4A PM
TECHNICAL
LECTURE
-

Graphics Systems and jData
Structures, 8 PM GENERAL
LECTURE - Computer Aided
D e s i g n / C o m p u t e r Aided
Manufacturing Systems, McCook
Auditorium. All are invited. ]

Dorm/Off Campus
Elections

ConnPirg

Today is the last day to submit
your name for dorm and pff; Anyone interested in running for
campus elections. Elections will; be
one of the 6 positions on the Local
\
Board of Governors of CbnnPirg,
There will be a self-defense class on Friday. September 19.
submit your name to Dave presented by NWAR (NeighElections for Class RepresenCameron, Box 980, by Tuesday borhood Women Against Rape) tatives (1 from each class), AtSeptember 23.
this Wednesday evening from-2-8 Large Representatives (4) and
p.m. in Jackson-Wheaton Bridge. Budget Committee members (3)
will be held on Friday, September
Admittance is free.
26. Liaisons to the Academic
Judy Chicago's "The Dinner PAffairs, Admissions and Financipl
arty". - Bus trip to Brooklyn
Aid, College Affairs, Curriculutn
Museum of Art to see "The Dinner
Review,
Financial
Affairs,
Party," a sculpture exhibit, and Friday, September 19 is the last day
Academic
Dishonesty,
arid
to
add
courses,
to
drop
courses
hear a lecture by the artist, Judy
Athletic
Advisory
Faculty
without
DR
showing
on
the
record,
Chicago. Bus leaves 9:00 a.m.,
Committees will also be elected on
Saturday, October 25, and returns and to choose a course for
Friday, September 26. Name, the
Pass/
Fail
grading.
by, 7:00 p.m. Please send reserposition you are seeking, and box
vations in advance by October 6, to
number must be submitted to the
Trinity Women's Center, box 1385,
EROS, the Trinity College SGA (Box 1388) by Tuesday
with $10.00 check made out to
September 23.
Trinity College. Reservations will organization for gay, lesbian, and
Anyone running for a position
only be accepted when accom- questioning students welcomes the
panied by check. Admission to the Class of 1984. Many students at may write a short statement and
exhibit and lecture will b e ' an Trinity feel uncomfortable and out submit it to the Tripod.
additional $1.50 for students, $3.50 , of place because \ of their attractions and desires. We talk
general.
about those feelings over wine and
Students interested in study
cheese.; We hold weekly meetings abroad for the spring term 1981 or
where we plan trips, parties, and
there-after are invited to make use
dances. In the past year, we held
of the following' information
• Parents Weekend will be held
two dances and met various rrieetings on study abr6ad. in order
the weekend of October 10-12. By v
members of the Wesleyan and
to gain information' about foreign
now. your parents should have
.i
received a schedule of events and Storrs 'groups. We met other study: .
reservation forms for the weekend. . college ikids just like us.
17 September 198CJ, Wednesday,
Every correspondent's privacy is
All reservations should be made by
11:00 a.m., Alumni iLounge
the end of September, If for some protected; drop a line to us: EROS,
22 September 1980, Monday,
reasons your parents have not Box 137;3. If you're gay and you're
1:30 p.m., Alumni Lounge
received this mailing, contact the at Trinjty, you should join us.
30 September l?80, Tuesday,
Public Relations Office lext. 359, Graduate students welcome also. il:00 a.m., Alumni Lounge
211)) and it will be sent to them Contact: EROS, (Box) 1373) or ext.
3 October 1980, j Friday, 4:00
immediately.
484, 485 for more information.
p.m., Alumni Lounge

Self-Defense

The Dinner Party

Add/Drop/Pass/Fail

EROS

Study Abroad

Parents Weekend

Brandeis University

What does it offer you?
••, , }
;
• a semester of study in Israel in tHe Fall term
• coursework tn English o n the polijical, economic a n d
social development of 'Israel a n d in its language,
history a n d archaeology
••.
• a strong program of Hebrew language'study
'
• important internship opportunities in social service
agencies i n Jerusalem
., j
• field trips, 'study trips, interviews, wjfh prominent , .
Israelis, a kibbutz visit . ,'•• : • ' ) .
.
• 'financial aid is available -;, •':•••••:• j ' <' • •••' i

Application ciebdline: March 15

By Jon Goodman
with him. A great deal of his
"Enthusiasm is the answer to' teaching involves the importance of
your writing difficulties," pro- enthusiasm in writing. He
claims the new director of the acknowledges the "pain" and
writing department, Peter Lyons. hassle of writing but feels that with
Professor Lyons is rather enthusi- a combination of technique and
astic about his new position.. His- enthusiasm one can overcome
responsibilities include both ad- much of the "pain". Successfully
ministration and teaching. ,He is getting jthese points across to his
also dabbling in several areas of students is enormously satisfying.
research and contemplating writing: Lyon erhpathetically states.
a book.
Lyons becomes equally animated
Lyons' new post at Trinity is when discussing possible research
basically a return home after ideas for the near future. He has
working and studying around the three projects brewing presently.
country. He grew up in Con- The first concerns the writing of a
necticut, did undergraduate work freshman writing textbook. He has
at
Georgetown
University, already been approached by a
received his PhD. at the Univ. of publishing firm. Another area of
Arizona and was, the Director of interest is that
ot'-'VH&jimm^
Freshman English at the Univ. of relationship of the "new physics" to
Alabama at Birmingham. He has the area of rhetoric. And finally
found Trinity to be a tremendously Lyon speaks of his great interest in.,
friendly campus in terms of both the poet William Blake.
students and faculty, and he feels
He cites a specific group of his
that the togetherness of the campus
work loosely refered to as the
environment is pleasantly sur"prophecys". Within the subtle,
prising for an urban college.
esoterically connected verse of
In addition, Lyons proclaims a
Blake, Lion has begun to make
great love for the architecture'of
some connections to the point of
the campus. In particular, he says
identifying patterns in the verse
that the wood structure of the
and their meaning.
classrooms on the long walk, and
He teaches two
the carvings on the chapel are
writing
courses
in
the
fall which are
worthy of a photographic study.
Finally he declares that he is quite by no means freshman courses.
impressed with the capabilities of The classes have approximately
equal representation from each
the student body.
Before
anyone, questions class. In the spring he will teach a
whether an individual can be this writing course and probate^ a
enthusiastic one must meet Peter graduate course in rhetoric, a
Lyon, or better yet take a course favorite subject.

I
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Lockwood Marries
President Theodore D. Lockwood.and Lucille LaRose Abbot were
married in Queehee, Vermont, on Sunday, September 7. They will
reside at their home in Queehee until Dr, Lockwood returns from his
'sabbatical in January. '

SGA Station Wagon
Available for Student Use
by Gregory Economos
The wagon replaces a van which
was used last year. The Athletic
Department bought the van for
$2,950, which Hefferon stated was
the price of the wagon.
Connecticut law states that a
vehicle cannot contain more than
six persons withour the operator
having a public service license.
Hefferon also stated the rules for
the wagon in the event of a
breakdown or accident. If a student
breaks something in the car he
must report it to the chairman, and
he will decide action to take. If the
student refuses to comply, the
matter is taken to an SGA hearing
and from there to Wayne Asmus,
Director of Mather Campus Center
and adviser to activities.
The official owners of the car and
holder of insurance policy are the
Trustees of Trinity College. If an
accident occurs, the matter will go
directly to them.
Gas is not unclu~ded in the fee,
and the car must be returned with a
full tank. Hefferon encourages
students to take advantage of this
opportunity but to use it wisely other people need the same opportunity.

This year the Student Government Association has a new station
wagon to rent. The cost is 14 cents
per mile plus an hourly wage.
Tom Hefferon,. Chairman of
Transportation, outlined the procedures for obtaining the car: a
reservation made with the SGA
secretary (Exi. 367 hrs. 1-5 p.m.), a
$20 deposit 48 hours in advance to
Tom Hefferon (Box 639, phone
246-5585. WH 110). The keys can
be picked up at Mather Information. The car will be parked
outside Mather.
Student organizations can rent
the car for offical college business.
According to Hefferon, the wagon
facilitiates the process of obtaining
a car for organization functions.
Although renting may cost more
than borrowing, Hefferon believes
that the money spent will be "kept
in the school."
For organizations that have a
financial limit, the Budget office
pays for part of the cost, stated
Hefferon. The money accumulated
at the end of the year goes to the
Student Activities Fund. Hefferon
hopes it will lower that cost factor
in the tuition.

Career Opportunities Abound
for Trinity College Graduates
For students interested in gradby Tabitha Zane
uate schools, the emphasis is still
What has happened to the Class
of 1980? The Career Counseling, on test scores and grade averages;
extra-curricular activities and recOffice has provided some answers
ommendation are secondary to
to this question in their annual
admissions personnel; There is also
Senior Survey. This report in
a trend among many of the top
included in the 1980 annual report
graduate schools, especially
published through this office. Acschools of business, to look for
cording to Dr. Christopher J.
older people who have had pracShinkman, the Director of Career
tical work experience. For this
Counseling, the acceptance rate of
reason Dr. Shinkman often advises
Trinity graduates to graduate
students to wait before applying.
schools and the number of employHe believes this will give students
ment offers they received is on par
with other private undergraduate the opportunity to gain experience
in their field, earn money, and get
institutions.
an idea whether graduate school is
The Senior Survey forms were
really necessary.
completed and returned by 295 of
Dr. Shinkman believes that the
the 413 May 1980 graduates in the
class, a 71 percent response rate. job market is wide open for
The figures show that 30 percent graduates with a liberal arts degree
are enrolled in fulltime graduate and points out that the number of
study, 30 percent accepted employ- recruiters coming to Trinity has
ment offers; and 37 percent were doubled since he took office in
1975. However, he feels that this
undecided concerning their future
program has both positive and
plans.
These figures can be compared negative aspects.
with those of past years in the chart
While giving students a conat the end of this article. While Dr. venient way to obtain the experShinkman is pleased with these ience of an interview, the types of
results, he believes Trinity stu- organizations that do recruit are
dents should learn more about the limited in many respects. They are
recruiting procesa and other areas usually large firms concentrated in
offered by Career Counseling in the fields of insurance, banking,
order to broaden their knowledge and manufacturing. As a result,
concerning the many options open many students feel that this is all
to them.
that is available.
. CloHB Ol! -
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Employment options
.v.iJ/or r-pplicctiona
for graduate study
still pending

by Patty Hooper

Buckley Beats Bozzuto

Although this portion of the
Skywalk will open as scheduled on
Thursday, the Hartford City Cuncil
has taken a neagtive positon on the
plan to open other walkways and
connectors. The ribbon-cutting ceremonies are schedulecf to begin a
11:45a.m.

Former New York Senator
James L. Buckley defeated Connecticut State Senator Richard C.
Bozzuto in the Republican primary
For the nomination to run for the
Senate seat being vacated by
Abraham Ribicoff.
Voter turnout statewide in the
primary was approximately 27 percent. It was the first state-wide
GOP primary in ten years. Buckley Johanna Murphy, a liberal Dem
carried the primary with 56 percent ocrat for Harford's West End is
of the vote compared to Bozzuto's already planning her mayoral cam
44 percent.
paign for the 1981 elections and has
Buckley was strongest in Fair- written to more than 100 democrats
field County, the strongest Repub- explaining her position and how
lican district in the state. The only she would like to put together a
major area which he lost to Bozzuto slate of candidates for' the City
was the First Congressional Dist- Council. Murphy has never run for
ric, incorporating a large portion of any public office before, but she
the Greater Hartford Area.
has worked on many political
1
Buckley, who served as a Senator campaigns.
'
from New York for six years, was
defeated by Democratic Senator
As of now, other potential Dem
Daniel Patrick Moynihan in 1976.
ocratic mayoral candidates include
He feels that as a Senator from
Hartford Mayor George Athanson,
Connecticut, he will be able to
Deputy mayor Robert F. Ludgin,
bring more attention to the state of
Representative Thirman L. Milner
Connecticut due to his national
;and Representative Thirman L.
prominance and reputation.
Miler. Republican City Councilman
Sidney L. Gardener is considering
seeking his party's nomination.

Mayoral Candidate

Skywalk Started

*•••••

The controversial- "Skywalk"
project aiming to connect many of
the business establishments in.
downtown Hartford is scheduled to
have .its first leg completed and;
opened this week.
The section
being opened will connect the
Richardson Mall building and G.
Fox & Company to the Sage Allen
Department Store on Main Street.

•'i-w.'< «-ii.
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NOTE:
Asylum Hill
Oktoberfest
September
26, 27, 28

1977

Although Dr. Shinkman believes
that Trinity graduates, as a whole, [
have been successful in pursuing
their careers, he feels that a
disturbing trend has been evident ,
among students. He thinks they
are "less concerned wjth the •
nature of their work and concentrating mainly on money and
advancement." He doesn't offer an
explanation for this phenomena,
but he hopes that there will be a
reversal of these attitudes in the
90's.
He emphasizes that Trinity students should develop all the talents
they possess during their undergraduate career. The purpose of a
Trinity education is not merely to
get you ready for a 9-5 job. Its main
function is to "prepare you for life,
not just for making a living."

Class of
1078

Class oS.
1079

ClaSU Ol!

36%

32%

37%

44%
»

EnL"pllcc"i in full -time
cp-aduata study

33%

38%

32%

34%

30%

Accepted employment
offer, including tra veX

23%

24%

32%

34%

33%

•1

Hartford in Brief

Clasij of

Dr. Shinkman advises seniors
"Not to put all their eggs in one
basket" and to' look for career
oppertunities in a large area of
fields.
The recruiters that do come to
Trinity are usually looking for
certain qualities in the people they ,
interview. Grades are not their
. primary consideration; they are,
looking for enthusiastic, highly
notivated individuals who have „
shown evidence of leadership abil-;
ity.

•

Fellows Ask for More Alumni
Involvement In Recruitment-

by lames Moore
the College to manage the huge
volume of information on the
A report by the Admissions
potential students. This inStudy Committee of the Board of
formation will then be relayed back
Fellows has urged that Trinity
to the alumni groups to keep them
buttress its admissions program by
up to date on the progress of those
developing a stronger alumni
network, utilizing advanced data
interested in Trinity.
processing and increasing financial
Waggett emphasized that while
aid funding.
the new system will initially be used
in admissions, it will eventually be
The Board of Fellows is comtied in with other administrative
posed of alumni who report to the
offices including Alumni Affairs,
Trustees on a variety of issues. In
Development, and Financial Aid.
this case, its- primary recomThe impetus behind the new
mendation was for increased
alumni participation in the adadmissions program was primarily
missions process, a suggestion thata population shift from the NorAssociate Administrative Dean
theast, the main.drawing area for
John Waggett, says is already being
most of Trinity's students, to other
implemented,
parts of the country. According to
Waggett, this situation has caused
Waggett noted that in the past
Trinity used its alumni primarily
the College to realize that if it is to
after the prospective students had
compete with other prestigious
applied to guide them through the
institutions in the Northeast, it will
admissions process and proiide
have to aggressively seek out
them with any information they
potential students from other areas
might need. The project involved
of the nation.
about 500 alumni and was, .
Waggett believes the new system
according to Waggett, "a modest
should be effective, but he admits
beginning".
that its success is contingent to
some extent upon the availability
Alumni Admissions Support Proof financial aid, an aspect of adgram .. utilizes alumni not only to
missions that both the Board of
Program utilizes alumni not only to
Fellows and Waggett admit is
dispense information but also to
weak.
actively seek ; out and recruit
This year, 285 financial awards
potential students. The alumni are
divided into 38 groups in urban • were given to freshmen as comareas in the South, the Mid-West, pared to 329 last year, which means,
that some of those applicants
and: the" Far. west. The alumni
represent Trinity at College fairs accepted by Trinity will not be able
to attend because of a lack of
and recruitmeint sessions sponsored
by secondary schools in the area. _ funds. This prompted the Board of
•4 The new -.'program will employ Fellows to conclude that "new
400. alumni and will deal with- methods of attracting dollars for
approximately 9,000 prospective; scholarship purposes must be'
pursued vigorously for Trinity to
students.
Consequently,
a&ewljig;* continue attracting and enrolling
from
diverse
itar Electronics Corporation PDP1 students
11/44 computer was purchased. - backgrounds."
Waggett conceded that the
The $130,000 system will enable

College has not been
as
"imaginative or aggressive as
perhaps it should have been but he
stressed that other pressing
financial problems such as inflation
and the high cost of energy have
contributed to putting financial aid
in the "backseat."
To rectify this situation, the
Board of Fellows has suggested
that the College increase funding
for financial aid by increasing
endowment and the level of annual
giving. This strategy reduces the
dependence of the financial aid
program on state and federal
funding which: has been jeopardized by the uncertain economic
climate.
The Board of Fellows has also
recommended that scholarship
funds be increased by "building
stronger personal relationships
with people in industry and friends
of the C ollege.". To increase alumni
giving, the board suggested that
Trinity issue a bulletin to "communicate the reasons underlying
the College's commitment to offer
financial aid." In addition, the
accomplishments (pfi the recipients
of scholarship aid should- be
highlighted as a further human:
interest-type way of app.ealing.-for
additional dollars."
\\
While these recommendations
have yet to be fully implemented,
Dean Waggett notes that more will
be done in' terms of strengthening
the financial aid program. With
more secure scholarship funding
coupled with a stronger alumni
admissions network and aggressive
development strategies. Trinity
should be in the position, according to the Board of Fellows, "to
continue enrolling students from
diverse backgrounds and with high
academic credentials."
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Residence Questionnaires: Dorm Improvements Planned
by Sharon Aon Slmoni
Last February, students received
questionnaires concerning their
feelings about the present mixing
of classes within the dormitories
and the physical conditions of their.
dorms.
The first survey, concerning the
mixing of freshmen within the
dorms showed that more than half
of the student body is satisfied with
the present mixture of classes. Vice
President Smith expressed that the
present mixing would probably be
kept in effect, and that there would
certainly not be any less mixing of

the classes.
The second survey pertained to
physical dorm conditions. This
survey was also taken three years
ago when it was used to help
establish the most ideal structure
for a new dorm. Last year the
survey was given to about 300
students of which 162 students
responded. The questionnaire was
taken for Vice-President Smith's
own information and to aid in his
preparation of a report to the
trustees regarding dorm conditions.
Oie area of student concern

signalled by the questionnaire Jones' first and third floors. The
results was a need for im- exact time that these lounges will
provements and expansion of
lounge and study space within the be created or refurbished depends
on delivery time of the furniture. If
dorms.
any money is left, which Dow
Kristina Dow, Director of doubts, then, miscellaneous new
Residential Services, who was items will be bought, like a new
already aware of the problem television for Pits.
through feedback from residential
Smith feels that the primary
assistants, says that by the end of
second semester, Elton's first floor concern now is on the Long WaJ-k,
lounge will be refurbished and new where the Seabury and Jarvis
lounges will be created on the windows need to be replaced,
because of their age and the
second, third and fourth floors.
Also a study room will be amount of heat energy lost through
created in Jones Pits' Lounge and the'm, Smith plans to replace them
new study rooms will be put on with "terribly energy efficient"
windows.

Curriculum Committee Gears Up
by Todd Knutson
Since the spring of 1969 Trinity
has had an open curriculum. But
now. at the request of many
siudems and faculty, a committee
to review the curriculum has been
fornuxi.
The full committee was set up in
late April of this year. Over the
summer a sub committee consisting of Chairman August
Sapega, Dean De Rocco. Professors
Bradiey, Haberlandt, Stewart, and "
suident Ruth Watson met to discuss various aspects of the curriculum. Meeting twelve times in
all, the committee reviewed internal addmissions, internship and
foreign studies reports as well as
(he available choices of courses and
major over the past fifteen years.

of Trinity students over the past
fifteen years, asking hem how they
now view their Trinity education.
All three of these professors
were obtained through the American Association of colleges. Sub
committee chairman Sapega feels
the were "very useful and informative," enabling the committee
to "focus on the issues involved in
the curriculum review."
The sub committee presented its
report to the full committee on
Monday September 8 and was
discussed on Friday September 12.
A summary of the report and the
full committee's reactions to it will
be forthcoming.

Two questions asked which may
seem irrelevent, concerned what
electrical devices the students
brought from home and where
students were spending their
leisure time. Smith asked about the
electrical devices to get an idea of
the college electrical load. He also

Smith stressed that most
electrical hazards are not due to
faults in the dorm wiring system,
but due to faulty wiring in students'
personal electrical devices. Smith
wanted to know where students
were spending leisure time these
days because before the college
went co-educational, the dorms
would empty out on week-ends.
Now Smith wants to know where
improvements can be made for
better week-end social life - plans
that were not needed before the
college went co-ed.
In future years,: Dow plans on
refurbishing the South Campus
"bridge lounges'.', having the High
Rise suites and lounges refurnished, , and somehow creating
more lounge space on the quad.
Jim Pomeroy, a Resident Coordinator, is currentllly heading a dorm
improvements project. The purpose of his project is to get
together student input for future
dorm improvements.
Dow explains that she is not
paying much attention to the
Crescent/ New Britain area
because of talk of college-age
student enrollment dropping. She
feels that she must allow for this
while still "maintaining a decent
facility."

New Computers Promote Efficiency cave changes

During June two visiting proby Joseph McAleer
fessors met with the sub comTrinity's
Department
Of
mittee: Barbara Kaster from the
Buildings
and
Grounds
started
the
English department at Bowdoin
and William Hexter from the new decade last January with the
Biology department at Amherst. installation of a new energy
,Both have recently been involved management system, designed to
•with curriculum review at their fight the rising prices of fuel and
respective colleges'. They were able electricity.
to advise the committee on ways of
In memorandum to Vicecarrying out the review.
President Thomas Smith this
summer, Reil S. Crandall, Director
During July Professor C. Robert of Buildings and Grounds, anPace, visiting professor at the nounced that in its first six months
Virginia Military Institute, aided of operation, despite several
the committee by helping them to problems, the new energy
produce an Alumni questionaire. management system had saved the
Pace specializes in this field. The college nearly $80,000 in energy
questionaire, if vused, would pro- costs.
, vide the full- committee with infor!
rnation from four different classes

One vital aspect of the curriculum review will be the amount
of students responses to such
questions as: How well does the
curriculum fulfill your expectations? In what areas can you
suggest improvement? Replies
should be given, in writing, to
Borden Painter, Professor of History and Chairman of the full
committee. Other members of the
full committee, in additon to those
of the sub committee, are Professors Lloyd-Jones, Mahoney and
students, Joe Troiano and Tom
Hefferon. The students are also
very open to suggestions, though it
is requested that these suggestions
also be in writing.

Students also indicated that many dorms needed
more
bookshelves and needed improvements in illumination. Smith
stated that whenever new desks are
ordered, bookshelves will be ordered also and that illumination
will be improved only if a dorm is
undergoing a "major rehash".
Smith mentioned that students
should realize that many colleges
do not supply any bookshelves or
room illumination.

wanted to know how dependent
students are on energy and how
well the college rules on electrical
devices were being observed.

sophisticated machine, Crandall
explained, is fully programmable to
turn on, and shut off, ventilation
and heating systems in several
campus buildings. The computer
can be instructed in advance, for example, to turn on the fans in
anticipation of a basketball game in
the Ferris Gymnasium, or to turn
down the heat in the . student
dormitories during the Christmas
vacation period. In doing so, the
cost of electricity can be reduced
for Trinity, and energy is saved for
the local utility company.

The hub of this new system is an
IBM Series si computer. This

Another feature of the computer
is its sensors, which monitor the
humidity, temperature, and wind
speed of the environment. This data; aids C randall and his workers

Fm DeNckmsPbsza and\
Hot Owm Grimiest
Catwhm
ymlmv®upon your arrival

cont. from p. 1
in programming the computer to
utilize weather sensors in air- the protection of the Cave emconditioning such buildings as the ployees, or "Cave Ladies" as they
Life Sciences Center. For example, are popularly called. In having the
on days when the temperature employees leave at 10:00 rather
drops below 78 degrees, the than at 11:00, there- will be more
average temperature of air- people around Mather, and thus a
conditioned buildings, the com- higher degree of protectj.gg-i*tf> b e
puter can instruct specific valves to afforded.
open, thereby allowing the building
Mather Campus Center Director
to cool naturally, utilizing the air Wayne Asmus explained that with
outside and saving energy.
the removal of the doors from
Presently, the new energy Wean Lounge and the purchase of
management system only monitors a large quantity of furniture,
certain buildings on campus. meetings will no longer be
According to Crandall, all of these scheduled to meet in the room. He
structures have the modern noted that Wean Lounge is being
technological capability to adapt-to used' presently by mainly day
such a system. They include the students who have no on-campus
Library, Mather Campus Center, room to which to return, but encourages that all students make use
cont. on p . 6
of the room.

DEALER
DISCOUNT
PRICES
728-3021

DIXX
Auto Supply
889 Maple Avenue
Hartford
06114

Asmus said that on Wednesday
and Sunday nights, coffee houses,
formerly held in Alumni Lounge
with limited success, will now take
place in the Cave. On other nights,
students will have the opportunity
to book private parties in the room.
Commented Asmus, "The 10:00 to
11:00 Cave hours involved too big
a wage simply for coffee."
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Harvey Ruben Writes About Competition
non-aggressive, and use humor and
times self-competition, or
autocomp, turns into leaping from irony, how will I compete with you
goal to goal with no satisfaction of by boasting when it's something
you do all the time?"
accomplishment.
Having realistic goals is the third
In all of these arenas, Ruben
finds two major kinds of inap- part of healthy competition. "If you
A coach punching one of his propriate competition: those who feel you're losing all the time, you
players is an. unhappy result of overemphasize their goals, or the might have unrealistic goals,"
Ruben said.
competition, but so is a actual competitive process.
What keeps people going is that
Is there any solution to this
businessman obsessed more with
competitive fever that all people they know they can always come
his work than his results.
Competition is basic to all parts have? The world can't stop back and try again, Ruben believes.
of life, says Dr. Harvey L. Ruben, a competing, Ruben says, but it can "People who overvalue winning too
much get greatly disappointed
New Haven community psychiat- compete in a healthy way.
"Competing successfully is not when they find out they've lost."
rist. Ruben has just published a
Everyone who competes in life
book, "Competing," that explains winning," Ruben says. "It is parhow people compete and how they ticipating with as much skill as you should remember that they always
can bring to something so you fee have an important option. "They
can feel good about it.
can say 'I don't feel like competing
"This is the first book ever good about yourself."
Ruben describes three steps that today." People won't use that
written about competition," Ruben
said. "There have been books can help a person feel good about language, but they can find ways to
competing. The first is assessing get out of competitive situations
about how to win, how to intimidate your friends", but never your situation. "That often means they don't like.
"Competing" doesn't tell people
anything about competition, which realizing that you are in a competitive situation," Ruben said. how to find total happiness, Ruben
is the basis for all the others."
Books, such as "Games People After that, a person should find out said. "As a psychiatrist, I don't give
Play," refer to competition, Ruben who their opponent is and decide people specific directions." Rather,
said, but his work take competiton what kind of competition they are "what I've learned to do is give
people options."
outside of a particular part of life involved in.
Next, a competitor should "play
and tries to generalize about it.
^_
When working with patients, the game according to your own Dr. Ruben will speak at Trinity on
C. Kenneth Quinones
photo by John Hardy
Ruben was finding that whatever best rules," Ruben said. "If you Wednesday, September 30 at 8:00
their problems, he observed a compete aggressively, using p.m. in McCook Auditorium. This
recurrent theme. "People were boasting and intimidation," he lecture is sponsored by the
telling me they were having trouble explained, "and I am indirect and Psychology Club.
cont. from p. 1
CQmpeting."
stituticms and Values; Noreen terms of three years effective
"Competing" is subtitled
Channels of the Sociology September 1, 1981.
Mardges Bacon, Fine Arts, "Understanding and Winning the
Department and Diane Hunter of
the English Department were Alden Gorden, Fine Arts, and Stragegic Games We All Play."
promoted to Associate Professor, Helen S, Lang, Philosophy were Ruben describes six "arenas" in
which competition enter people's
attitude, the United States has let
effective academic year 1979-80; reappointed as Assistant Professors lives.
by C. Mark Boelhouwer
for
terms
of
three
years
effective
its military slip into a condition of
Andrea Bianchini and Sonia M.
"It starts in the home: sibling
George F. Will, noted columnist woeful inadequacy.
Lee of the Modern Languages September 1, 1980.
Elizabeth Kincaid-Ehlers of the rivalry, parents saying why can't and Pulitzer Prize winner for
Will cited the fact that six of Department and Thomas A. Reilly
of the Political Science Depart- English Department was appointed you be as good a student as your distinguished commentary, spoke every ten army divisions are unable
ment were promoted to Associate as Assistant Professor for the 1980- brother," Ruben explained. "And before a packed Wallace Stevens to be put in fighting capacity, that
year.
Lina immediately after that, you go into Theater Tuesday Evening, Sep- there is a critical lack of essential
Professor effective September 1, 81 academic
school where you're competing for . tember 9. Will, a Trinity Graduate, military equipment including
Nakhimovsky
of
the
Physics
1980.
grades
and esteem."
directed his remarks to the current planes and carriers. Worst of all,
Two tenure decisions were Department as Visiting Assistant
Competition
is evident in sports, political situation and to the role the U.S. armed forces are critically
Professor
for
two
years
beginning
deferred: Hoyt Warner, at the
and Ruben is quick to note that that the United States must play in undermanned. Military exlequest (it the Departments for one September 1, 1980.
Christine Sadowski - Sociology, many kinds of competition is the coming decade.
penditures, Will felt, must be spent
year, and appointed lecturer for
...^ne year; -end Gerald Gunderson, was reappointed as Visiting hidden. People at a party trying to
The United Slates, Will said, is in practical areas instead of such
afhis crtfn request and that of the Professor for- one .year .effective impress one another is a kind of entering one of the most dangerous extravagances as the MX missile
Department, appointed Senior September 1, 1980. Robin L. hidden competing.
decades in its history, with the system.
Competition enters life in the primary danger coming in the form
Lecturer for a term not to exceed Sheppard of the Physical
As to charges that the United
three years beyond his present Education Department was business world and in the com- of the Soviet Union. "There is a States is already spending too
contract. Leslie Desmangles of the reappointed as instructor for a one munity itself, Ruben said. And last, new wind blowing across the world much money on defense, Wilt cited
Religion Department and In- year term effective September 1, but not least, the bedroom can be and it is cold."
the fact that defense expenditures,
tercultural Studies Program was 1980. Lucy L. Deephouse of an arena of sexual competition.
The Soviet Union, Will said, has as a percentage of GNP. is 20% less
reappointed as Assistant Professor Mathematics was appointed as
People compete in another been - waging a concerted than it was during the Eisenhower
for a two year term effective Lecturer for 1980-81, and Charles arena, the one Ruben finds himself geopolitical attack on the western administration.
September 1, 1980. David E. B. Schultz had his tenure trans- in: competing with yourself. world since the fall of South
On the subject of the 1980
Henderson - Chemistry and Kaja ferred from Education to the Sometimes this is an important part Vietnam in 1975. The Soviet Presidential election, Will felt that,
SiWerman - English, were reap- Psychology Department, effective of an individual dealing with the Union, Will argued is operating in with the present conservative
pointed as Assistant Professors for September 1, 1981,
fear of losing, Ruben said. Other the mood of short-run optimism feelings in the country, the
and long-run pessimism - optimism Republican candidate should win.
in the sense that the Soviet Union is However, he was not willing to
bargaining from at least a position make any bets, due to the
of parity with the West and "Republican knack for snatching
pessimism in the sense that despite defeat from the jaws ol victory."
FANTASTIC
the presence of vast untapped
Will views Carter's chances for
SELECTION resources it still needs to seek re-election as slim. He.cited "Willi
elsewhere for material needs, due First Law of Politics" which states
to the inaccessibility of its own that "no incumbent President will •
wealth.
get re-elected when his polled
The United States, Will said, has favorable response level is only
not dealt with this growing and four percent higher than the prime
omnipresent Soviet threat. The lending rate." The only way Carter
LiaiTEO
Carter response to the Soviet can win in November is if he plays
SELECTION
invasion of Afghanistan, he said what Will labels "remainder man
was. remarkably similar to the politics" better than Reagan,
British response to Poland in 1939.
This is the type of politics in
"Our bluff is just being set up to be which both candidates are viewed
TAKE 'EM AWAY - NEVER AGAIN!
called. The United States has as being potentially bad presidents
neither the moral support or and the electorate, while not
FM.SAT
physical power • to back up its having a good choice for President,
promises."
will at least want a "good man",
V so.™ " "
Americans, he said, have always which Carter is widely perceived as
been more concerned with the being. Will also feels that Carter is
SOME SLIGHTLY
"bread and butter" issues and thus a first rate orator whereas Ronald
SO1LEP
have always left the "more fun- Reagan has a tendency to get "into
damental and serious foreign a losing monologue with himself,
policy
decisions,
in the debating such questions as George
background." As a result ~iof this Bush".
This article is reprinted from the
Iuly 13 issue of the New Haven
Register with the permission of its
editors.. It was written by staff
reporter Glenn Wallach.

Committee Rulings Disputed
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Seabury and Downs
Under Refurbishment

News

by Joanne Matzen
for example, painted woodAs one familiar with the work and paneling in a single
buildings of Trinity College enters hallway and ilorescent lights
the admissions office, one finds suspended from pipes traversing
some of the first evidence of the ceiling. In light of its former
projects aimed at rehabilitating condition, Seabury 34'has recently
several office areas on campus. In been recarpeted, repainted, and
addition to the refurbishments of made architecturally consistant.
the admissions offices, a second
Seabury Hall, built in 1878, is
major rehabilitation project . in- one of the oldest buildings on
volves the restoration of parts of campus and constitutes part of the
Seabury Hall.
long walk prginally built by the
Within the admissions office distinguished English architect,
several changes are being made in William Burges. The problem
order to increase the minimal exists in "restoring the historic
working space, and to accomodate building to reflect Surges' orgin^l
additional computer equipment. architecture without sacrificing
Simultaneously, the reception area energy efficiency,"
is being enlarged and the inThe energy conservation plan
terviewing offices upgraded. Vice> •regarding Seabury involves new
president Tom Smith expressed ' .insulation,"' windows, a heating
hope that "by modernizing and system,- and the redistribution of
furnishing the admissions office, heat. Fairly exhaustive studies have
Trinity will be a more impressive been made to make sure the work
place to visit."
will payoff in everygy savings.
Included in the admissions area
In regard to the historical value
project are plans to create three
new offices, thereby enabling all of the building says Smith, "We will
the admissions offices to con- attempt to restore one or two
centrate in one area. In order to rooms to a state that the architect
achieve this the financial aid of- may have recognized." Wherever
fices are being moved from possible the original beauty of the
Downes Memorial to Williams building has been kept intact. This
Memorial. These offices, therefore, can be seen especially in the
will be taking the place of the original oak paneling in many
registrar's office and moving it to areas.
the present location of the history
The plans for refurbishing offices
department is Seabury 34.
throughout the campus are long
Seabury 34 is the sight of a nearly range. The admissions office
completed renovation and part of a project should be near completion
long-term plan to upgrade the by mid-June but the Seabury
Seabury building. Cheapening the project is likely to cover at least a
appearance of the building were. couple of years.
!

Computers Installed
cont. from p. 4
and the South Campus dormitories. Older buildings such as
those which line the Quad. They
have individual, manually-operated
heating systems, and need to be
centralized before they ,can be
linked up to the computer.
CrandaHis currently completing a
study of Seabury to see how it can
be renovated and brought up to
date. Eventually the entire campus
will be controlled by the new •
energy management system.

Trinity to embark upon such costly
efforts as these, according to
CrandaH
Ten years ago, he noted, Trinity
could never have afforded tq install
such a new energy system.
However, the price of oil was not as
expensive then, and seeing that
Trinity consumes nearly 800,000
gallons annually, new measures of
conservation are constantly being
considered.
In addition to the installation of
the energy computer, " the
This new system has cost the Department of Buildings and
college $175,000 to install and Grounds has replaced several faulmaintain the machines, including ty boilers and leaky pipes recently.
the labor involved to adapt the The installation of the new boilers,
buildings. The system however has in particular, are expected to cut
• been experiencing several dif- energy consumption by nearly ten
ficulties lately. Crandall states that percent.
Crandall credits his partner
these problems simply consist of
Superintendent
of Maintenance
getting a few imperfections out of
the machinery, and is optimistic John Wathne, with the successful
that this will be completed in the implication of several of Trinity's
near future. Considering that the conservation efforts. Noting that
entire system is expected to pay for "money saving and energy saving
itself in less than three years, he are synonymous today," he is
deems it as "not a bad investment." confident that his department will
cointinue "to save Trinity money
The rising costs of energy have and conserve energy" in the years compelled institutions such as to come.

•(CPS) - David Hartman, a 19 delayed publication of the figures.
year-old political science junior at
"No one knows yet," Mocko
California-Berkeley,
remembers
says. "It's that simple."
the confusion started when he first
Similarly, no one knqws how
read about military registration last ' many people registered with writJanuary. It hasn't ended yet.
, ten protests on their forms.
"At First I thought, 'There's no
Mocko points out that notes like
way I'm going to register,' " he
"I intend to file for conscientious
recalls. "But then I thought of the objector status" written on the
consequences." Failure to register forms "means nothing to us now,
can bring penalties of five years in
mostly because we don't want any
information on classification now."
prison and a $10,000 fine.
Yet Selective Service keeps "the
Not knowing what he should do,
he consulted friends and family, card on microfilm, so we can see
though "1 knew what they would the message if and when it besay." On balance, "1 had no one to comes relevant. We'd much rather
have people do that (write a protest
turn to."
message on the card) than not
Hartman ultimately decided to , register at all." He stresses the
register, but his confusion persists.
sentiment applies to those who still
'I can say 1 won't go and fight in a
haven't registered, too.
war," he states, and then adds
Many anti-registration groups
with a reflective smile: "Of course,
advise eligible males to write
it's easy to talk now. When the
messages on the forms both as a
time comes . . . "
legal means of protest as a preceSo it went this summer as dent for applying for conscientious
approximately four million young objector status, should draft clasmen across the country tried to sification be cranked up again.
make up their minds what to do
Near the University of Tennessee
about military registration. Hartman's confusion was typical of the in Knoxvillc, for example, leafletters distributed handy "1 am
four men College Press Service
registering in protest" Stickers to
followed through their decision
put on registration forms. A
making.
group called Movement Against
As James DeVoto of Atlanta put
the Draft roamed northern Illinois
it: "There was no way to be right
post office with flyers advising
about this."
registrants what they should write
DeVolo, Hartman, and David
on their forms (a statement that the
Barardi of Cleveland finally de- 'registrants wouldn't surrender his
cided to register. All recorded on
right to privacy) and what not to
write on the forms (his social
their registration forms that they
were complying with the law under security number).
protest.
Inevitably, there were compAll four young men had little laints that some of the counseling
trouble finding advice during (heir was too general and even counter>rdeals. A bewildering number of productive.
protest groups competed for their
The Minnesota Public Interest
attention. Though DeVoto was the Research Group concentrated on
only one to seek out counseling defining three general choices for
help, all encountered a lot of potential registrants: they . could
evade registration, apply for, conprotest literature.
Vincent Cobb of the American scientious objector status, or "regFriends Service Comittee, an anti ister and fight."
David Barardi, an 18-year-old
war group associated with (he
Quakers, "couldn't even begin to soda salesman in Cleveland, felt
estimate" the number of coun- the c.o. counseling was misleading.
"I'd pretty much decided to
ieling letters his group distributed
to 18- and 19-year-olds across the register as a c.o.. after I talked to
some anti-draft guy from Cleveland
country.
State or somewhere," he says.
",We didn't necessarily wait for Barardi went to register only to find
people to come to u s , " Cobb there was no "box to check. Tasked
understates. He says the Friends' the clerk at the counter, but he
Denver office alone culled 52,000 didn't know anything. He was just
names and addresses from drivers a clerk."
:
.'•'. !
license .records, and sent them
Barardi, angered upon discoverletters explaining, what options
ing conscientious object6r status
were available.
was not possible at the moment,
At differenct points during the says he "winged it" by writing
registration process, protest lead- "1 protest" on his form.
ers estimated that anywhere from a
He had hoped there'd be "some
half million to two million people
protesters"
at the post office to
refused to register.
give him last minute advice, but
Paul Macko of Selective Service "they were just there the first day,
says the agency "won't have very I guess."
reliable numbers until October."
Yet because of the rumors and
widespead speculation, "we will
publish a less reliable set of
THE NEW U.S. DEPT. OF
preliminary figures." At our press EDUCATION, CREATED TO CUT
time, the a^ertcy had temporarily THE BUREAUCRACY, AC-

TUALLY EXPANDED IT. That's
the claim of Wisconsin Sen. William Proxmire, who gave the
department one of his "Golden
Fleece Awards" for the expansion
less than a month after the department officially opened.
The facetious award, which the
Senator periodically gives out to
attract attention to government
"waste," was given to the department for "fattening its staff and
otherwise beefing up its budget,'
Proxmire, who is on the committee
that writes the education budget,
claims the department has 157
more staffers than it was supposed
to.
•
The department envelopes almost all federal education programs previously administerd 'ty
other agencies. Proponents of the
new department promised cen
realizing the programs would enhance efficiency without increasing
staff size.
Department spokeswoman Elvira
Crocker says Proxmire unfairly
included temporary workers in his
count.
Proxmire's last tangle with
higher.education cost him $15,000
in damages and couct costs. In
March, Proxmire settled the money
on Western Michigan professor
Ronald Hutchinson, who successfully argued that his 1975 receipt of
the Golden Fleece Award had been
libelous.

BLACK STUDENTS ON MOSTLY-WHITE CAMPUSES FEEL
ALIENATED, a black educator's
survey of UCLA, Michigan, Stan
ford, Harvard, Rutgers and Duke
found.
The study discovered blacks in
those schools, .at least, must cope
witha "racist eiiviarnment which
'tells them they don'i deserve to be
there and which temunda#m&S$k4y
conform. . . by denying vheir Mack.'
culture." The result'is a "lonely
depressed, and alientated" sector
of students.
The National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education
and Black Colleges and Univer
sities commissioned the study
WOMEN'S SPO"RtS PRO
GRAMS , ARE "ONE-HALF TO
TWO-THIRDS of the way toward
being in compliance with federal
anti-sex bias laws, the"? American
Council on Education says.
Title IX, which prohibits sex
discrimination in federally-funded
institutions, will probably make
most women's college sports bud
gets double by 1990, the A.C.E.
report estimates. The A.C.E. also
found no evidence Title IX has cut
men's sports funding.
"The question," says Char Mollison of the Women's Equity Action
League Fund, "is: is the cup half
full or half empty? Fifty percent
compliance is a disgraceful record."
.
-
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An Unfortunate
One of the annual rituals on every college campus in
America is the announcement of faculty appointments
and promotions. This announcement is almost always
followed by an uproar because Professor X did not get
tenure or was not reappointed. At Trinity, the decisions
are almost always announced long after students have
left for summer vaction.
The members of the Committee of Appointments andl
Promotions are in a bad position. The members are
rarely applauded for good decisions. This year the
Committee deserves plaudits for several decisions.
They also deserve criticism for one dicision.
The Committee should be commejided for the
decision to award academic tenure to Eugene E. Leach,
Craig Schneider, and David Ahlgren. We consider all
three to be outstanding teachers who have been and
should continue to beassets to the College.
We believe the decision not to reappoint Kenneth
Quinones, however, may have been a profound
mistake: Quinone? was not being considered for tenure.
He was at the level of pre-tenure review and was being
considered for reappointment as an Assistant
Professor. His final tenure review would have been in
two years.
.
;
We believe the issue in the Quinones case is whether
Dr. Quinones "had shown enough promise to be
considered for tenure review in two years. We believe
that he had shown that promise.
The three criteria used to judge a candidate for
reappointment are: Breadth and effectiveness of
teaching; Academic promise; and Collegial service.
Based on these criteria, the History Department
strongly supported Dr. Quinones. Both Drs. Edward
W. Sloan, Chairman of the History Department, and
Borden Painter, his predecessor, supported Dr.
Quinones during a rehearing of his case.
;
The student evaluations from both his seminars and
lectures were almost universally favorable, according to
-'iRaijfiiJter.-.The recommendations of students along with
recommendations of colleagues indicated that he
satisfied the criteria for him to be considered an
effective teacher.
The History Department obviously felt that Dr.
Quinones showed academic promise. He was affiliated
- with one of the leading scholarly journals on Asian
Studies, his specialty. He also received a Junior Faculty
Development Grant from the Faculty Research Committee last spring.
We believe Dr. Quinones was also seriously
interested,,and involved in the College. He served on
several College Commutes and was instrumental in
supporting a number of conferences and seminars held
at the College. He team-taught the East Asian
Civilization course with Dr. Vohra and contributed to
other courses in the History Department, the Intercul-"
tural Studies Program, and the American Studies
Program. Based on these services, his '/collegial
service" would seem to be more than adequate;
We do not believe that the Committee was specific
enough in their reasons for not reappointing Dr.
Quinones.
-•-.
'
The; Committee on Appointments and Promotions
system is an intricate, complicated and frequently
torturous process. Because of the nature of the work or
the Committee, the decisions are made in secrecy.
•Part ..of? our disagreement, with the Quinones
- decision', sind wfth AM decisions of the Committee In
general is the unfortunate timing of the announcement.
Ideally, these announcements should occur in trie early
spring. With the decisions being announced in late
May, there is little opportunity for students to protest a
decision which they may feel adversely affects them.
We do realize, however, that the members of the
Committee devote a tremendous amount of time in
their deliberations, to a point where having decisions
rendered at an earlier date may be impractical. We do
feel, though, that it should be possible for the decisions
to be moved up to a date before Commencement.
Personnel decisions wilt always be unpopular with
someone. The Committee V on Appointments and
Promotions could never hope to satisfy all the various
constituencies on this campus. In the case of Dr.
Quinones, the Tripod believes that the Committee
made a mistake. It is unfortunate that the student body
did not learn of this decision until September. We
strongly urge the Faculty to act and force the
Committee on Appointments and Promotions to
reevaluate the timing of their decisions.

Running in Place

lists, lists and More lists
by Kate Meyers
I am sitting in my room, still
trying to get used to it and figuring
out what else needs to be done.
The rug is down, the shades are up,
• and Gary Cooper and Bruce
Springsteen are above my desk. It
is inspiring- to look up from my
British History reading and envision an old movie hero and a rock
n' roll . star,. They promote
daydreams and procrastination.
There are also little scraps of paper
around and about containing lists
of things to do. These reminders
are written down on the backs of
envelopes, shopping receipts, the
career counseling newsletter, and
whatever else I am too cheap to
waste.
The ability to write myriad lists
can be traced to my mother,
Natalie Meyers, who has a list for
everything, a little blue notebook
with any piece of information one
might need, and the rules of the
house scotch-taped to the side of
the refrigerator on 3 x 5 cards. This
somewhat neurotic habit that I
have acquired does not guarantee
that whatever happens to be on the
list will get done. It only assures me
that I am cognizant of what needs
to be done and that if I do succeed
I will be able' to throw out the list.
The disposal.of a completed list
ranks second only to finishing the
laundry.
,
The first week of school
propagates several more than the
average of these little categories of
things to do. The grocery list is
-expanded by the basic staples like
Heinz ketchup, instant coffee, and
a mammoth box of Sweet N' Low.
The room necessities that
somehow didn't make it through
last season; an alarm clock, a
reading chair, a wastebasket. And
my favorite list of all is the one that
I eagerly start every September in
an attempt to explain to my overly
understanding father just exactly
what happens to all thai green. One
glance at this list will show you that
I am not so hot with Economics
although

I am very good

at

spending. This year has already
produced an all-time high and I
have not even mustered the
courage to venture over to the
bookstore in search of the 22 books
required for my American Studies
Seminar. The dispensing ot all this
cash brings on a surge of Jewish
guilt, something I attribute to my
grandmother who is only happy
with a bargain. At any rate, the
pecuniary list is always abandoned
and the guilt is multiplied. I shiver
to think how I will feel when the
rent goes up and the phone bill
' finally arrives. 1 wonder if Billy
Carter could spare a few bucks?

• The arrival of the phone bill with
its exceedingly high long distance
rates brings me, indirectly, to my
filial list. This one contains the
names of the friends that 1 am
supposed to write to. 1 can only
hope that Boomer and Maggie and
Krutt will understand about all
these things that 1 have to get done.
readings I have to complete, and
papers I have to write. Maybe I'll
just give them a call and charge it
to my father. On second thought, I
had best bag that idea because it
just might land me a number one
position on a certain list of his thai
I do no particularly care to be on.
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Commentary
A Student's Impressions of the People's Republic
By Laura Roulet
Having just read Professors Kassow and West's account of their
year in ihe Soviet Union (Spring
Trinity Reporter), i feel prompted
to record my impressions of the
People's Republic of China, which I
visited this summer. Thanks to a
father also obsessed with globetrotting, I have traveled extensively, including a trip to the
U.S.S.R. ten years ago, but China
was a truly outstanding experience.
First I musl comment on the
enthusiastic welcome which westerners receive from the Chinese
(hope Reagon doesn't change all
this!) Now I know what a celebrity
feels like! We were mobbed by
curious natives, " particularly in
cities that have not been surfeited
wilh tourists thus far - namely any
city except Peking (now spelled
Beijing) and Canton (Guangzhou),
The Chinese never touched us or
• were at- all threatening. They
pointed at our bus, waved, smiled,
followed us, and even applauded us
(the Chinese form of welcome). In
stores I would turn away from the
counter to face a large crowd

gathering behind my back, which Beijing, and I was-suspicious about
would silently part to let me pass. If the possible reasons for this pracwe spoke loudly on the street, tice. However, the only reason is
people would strain to hear the that the sudden influx of tourists
strange sound of our words. It was necessitates careful shuffling to
bizarre! Of course, we were just as insure everyone a bed each night.
The main purpose of our tour
curious about them.
We were also welcomed by very was to present us with a valid and
friendly guides in each city, a hopefully favorable view of modern
China. We saw fabulous ancient
striking contrast to Russia's Intourist service. Westerners daft enough temples and tombs, the Forbidden
to want to visit Russia are regarded City, the famed pandas, and the
with much suspicion by the Soviet Great Wall (astoundingly beautiful
government. They are grudgingly sight), but we spent more time
granted visas* but carefully mon- visiting factories, communes,
itored throughout their stay. In -schools, and homes of people. We
China, each tourist is practically sat in the homes of a farmer and a
honored as a dipolmat. Our travel factory worker, and were allowed to
documents were not confiscated for ask them any questions at all about
unexplained lengths of time, our their lives, salaries, families, or
history. Of course, we only saw
luggage never mysteriously disappeared, we didn't have the slight- well-run factories and model Worest fear that our hotel rooms were kers' homes, but I wouldn't pounce
bugged. In short, the fearful, on that fact as evidence that our
secretive atmosphere of the Rus- view of China was unauthentic. We
sian totalitarian state does no exis) were free to speak (o anyone who
in China. No questions were taboo. knew English, and we met several
Our picture-taking was not regu- students who did. Associating with
lated. The only cities off-limits are foreigners does not stigmatize a
those without any tourist facilities. citizen the way it does in the Soviet
Union. Our guides were always
We did not receive an itinerary for
our Slav in China until we arrived in open and helpful. They did not

\Campaign f80
Reagan's Edge in the 'Big 9'
by William Gregg
As the presidential campaigns of
Reagan, Anderson, and Carter
continue, most of the 'Big 9' states
appear to favor the Republican
Party candidate Ronald Reagan.
In California, which is Reagan's
home territory where he has never
lost an election, Reagan has the
best odds for a victory in
November. New York's favorite
seems to be Carter, who made a
strong
impression
at
the
Democratic Convention a few
weeks ago. Presently, Pennsylvania
is favoring the Republican candidate, but, when November
elections come up, it is expected
for Pennsylvania to shift towards
the Democratic side because of the
reoccurrmg indications of the
state's avid Democratic support.

Hispanic
communities
with
Reagan's policies,' elevating the
hopes of the Democrats for a
strong turnout
of these
communities in the November
elections. Illinois, which is independent candidate John Anderson's home state, is a major
factor because of Anderson's
•strength which could deplete
Reagan's votes enough to give
Carter a win.
Ohio, similar to the situation m
Illinois, is a dead heat. The
southern, section seems to favor
Reagan, while the northern section
around Cleveland favors Carter.
Michigan, where the Republican
convention was held, favors the
Republicans, but the Democratic
Party, which is supported by the
United Automobile Workers, hopes
to recapture many of these votes.

Again, in Texas there.is strong
In New Jersey the votes for
Republican support, but there is a
Anderston have depleted since last
strong dissention in the black and

summer, thereby, increasing
Reagan's ".support.1 Out of -all. the
northeastern states. New Jersey
seems to be the surest bet for the
Republican Party. Last of the 'Big
9', Florida, which was strong for
Reagan during the past summer,
indicates a slight change of
^opinion, shifting a little to the
Democratic side. The pole standing
in Florida for the Democratic Party
is1 an unusual one because in the
past Carter campaign there was
' ;strong Democratic coalition.
Even though there is basically a
dead h e a t ' between the two
presidential candidates, Reagan's
strength in the 'Big 9' plays an
important part in the November
elections. Many of the elections in
recent years, that were won by
candidates such as Carter,
Truman, Kennedy and Nixon, have
indicated that having a majority in
the 'Big 9" is a vital necessity for a
victory in the 1980 presidential
campaign.

spout Party propaganda, but they
seemed to sincerely support their
political system. They never asked
about America, bul they listened
politely if we told them about it.
Most significantly, they never ignored our questions about their
county.

reason. He laughed, and said that
there are two kinds of ghosts:

In each city, we were met by a
local guide (and often an additional
guide who was in training), and we
were accompanied by another
very bright interpreter throughout
our stay. I used to test the tolerance
of the later guide in particular by
asking things like: Are there really
huge nuclear bomb shelters built
under most of your cities? or
Where are the Red Guards these
days? We became quite good
friends by the end of the trip, and I
don't think he ever lied to me or
refused to discuss anvthine.

As the Chinese tourist bureau
hoped (planned?), I left the People's Republic with a highly favorable impression of their COUWTJ.
Not only were the Chinese open
and hospitable to us, but they were
very optimistic about their own
future. They didn't apologize for
crowded living conditions or the
lack of safety features in factories,
because those conditions are rapidly improving. People believe that
China is making progress and that
their problems will be solved.
China has certainly made a miraculous recovery from the Cultural
Revolution (which is now widely
denounced). Compared to oppressed Russians, cynical Europeans, angry Americans and desperate Southeast Asians, the
Chinese are refreshingly hopeful
about their prospects.

In Maxine Hong Kingston's book
The Woman Warrior, I read that all
non-Chinese people are considered
to be ghosts - not even real people by the superstitious peasants. I
asked our guide if any of the
Chinese were staring at us for that

ancestor spirits and outsiders who
arc thought to be evil or threatening. The only ghosts existing
now are the Vietnamese and the
Russians.

A Solution for the
Mediocrity in DC.
by Bern Dempsey
Our political process has pro-'
ducod few inspiring or even ;c£p-'
able leaders recently,' 'iii&' thus
appears to be (just as the campaigning politicians claim the government programs and bureaucracies arc) in desperate need of
revision and reconstrueturirig. This
year's major party candidates for
the presidency certainly, if they
represent the best of their parties,
speak- and at times stammer- very
poorly for our system. In fact, there
is- already a great deal of talk in
Washington of changing the election system, either through primary reform or abolishment of the
electoral system altogether. Although these recently vocal movements for change may be a step in
the right direction, towards a more
effective election process, I don't
think they offer any true solution
for the seeming mediocrity and lack
of respectability of our elected
officals in Washington.
We do have hundreds of intelligent men and women in our
capital devising and proposing
programs to better our country,
which hopefully will please their,
constituents enough to vote for
them in November, but we do not
have any real solutions to the many
problems that continue to plague
us.such as racism and nuclear war.
Despite being in Washinton for
only three months, lime and time
again I was struck by the atmosphere of pomp and ceremonial
show. It appears to me that too
much of our political process (from
campaign to legislation to political
power stardom) is based on the
creation of images, and the upholding of these images, instead of
attacking our real heeds. Serving
as a Congressmen or Senator is
. probably as prestigious a job as
there is in our society. But do these
elite members of our society necessarily deserve all of the ego
fullfilling benefits that they receive? For example, some of them
are currently being investigated for
bribery by the F.B.I. And doesn't
the attention that they constantly
receive and the images that the
press and they fight to attain offer

them an unhealthy opportunity to
feel that they arc bigger than life?
• Uw$4j£$dx$m}we s<»me of their
material '&>&?$$#*( Awards and
replace them' uirh emotional and
mental incentives. •Hum^^mped
and honor, we "would indirectly
push our elected officials to serve
their constituencies instead of
themselves as true respect and t
honor is difficult even for our media
to fabricate. Perhaps they would
even become figures that the youtfo
of America could imitate.
Taking away these material privileges would undoubtably be a
great blow in tradition, however
when circumstances change so
drastically so must tradition. Perhaps the reason that our country,
till now, has been so successful is
not because our elected officials
ever were totally honest or well
serving, and perhaps our present
leaders are no bullet or worse than
those that have served in the past.
For the first one hundred and
eighty years of America's existence
however, the country rose consistently toward material betterment
and fullfillment for most, despite
occasional political scandals and
many obviously self-serving e'e ct '
ed officals. Today we no longer see
our country's future as one so filled
with promise. And today, d u e w
the crisis of motivation and the
seeming deterioration of our youth,
for the first time our country rea Wneeds leaders that serve with;,:
integrity and honor.
SUPER MOVING TAG
SALE: SAT., SEPT. 20th,
One Day Only, 9-4.
Several
households
combined!
Furniture,
lamps, picture frames,
mirrors, stained glass
panels, assorted lead came, aluminum siding
nails, antiques and OLD
unique items, oil lamps,
tea tins, spice boxes, dishes,
knick-knacks,
misc. housewares, lots of
clothing and fabrics. NO
PREVIEWS.
265
Griswold Rd., Wethersfield. (off of Prospect,
near
Wethersf ield.
Country Club/)
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Letters to the Editor
A Call for Political Change
We need a student coalition to
Seriousness of cause: great seriousness. We the students have a act as a united force. The coaliresponsibility to live up to. We can tion's only special interest would
do more than simply survive these be to fulfill the needs and wants of
four years. Let us earn self respect the students.
and the respect of others by taking
positive action. We can discover
This college is in desperate need
the power of a student body of a physical, tangible place run for
acting as a whole. The adminis- and by students. There IS a house
tration, alumni, and faculty will available and that house could be
listen to us when we prove our- ours if we unite and work to obtain
selves serious.
it. When we have exercised student
We have a problem of apathy power as a united front, then
and a general feeling of student diversified interests can be pur_ impotence. The dissatisfied stu- sued unencumbered. As students
dents grumble rather than realize
with fresh and creative ideas, the
that it is their duty to change the potential uses of such a student
"hated" aspects of their in- activity center are boundless. To
stitution. Alienation and escape, no prove that we have the ability to
matter what the form, are a poor fulfill our ideals we must pass the
preparation for assuming the role first test: working together to
of a responsible, effective individ- obtain our own house.
ual. The student body remains
Come to the organizational meetweak in its segregated state. ing of the Student Coalition if you
Special interest groups have a have any sense of the necessity for
difficult time rallying student sup- student directed changes at Trinport because often students remain ity- ;
••
•';••
unaware of their activities or even
Wednesday night at 8:00 p.m. in
. their existence.
Seabury 9-17 (of all places!)

I

&&

Commencement Speaker
The Women's Center is currently
preparing a list of recommendations for Acting President English
to present the Trustees for
consideration for Commencement
Speaker and recipients of honorary
degrees in 1981. We need your
suggestions and your help.
Women scholars, leaders and
public figures have long been
absent or under-represented on the
rostrums of major college and
university events. We know that
there are many accomplished and
inspiring women, working in every
field, who deserve recognition.
Often, it requires a special effort to
bring them the attention to which
they are entitled.
Please help us compile our list. If
you have a suggestion, please
submit her name and as much
background information as you
have to me, at the Women's
Center, Box 1385. Or, you are
welcome to bring your suggestions
to one of our next Coordinating
Committee meetings, held Tuesday
at noon, in the Center (3rd floor,
Mather). Our deadline for completing the list is October 1.

Thank you for your help. And
please feel free to contact me about
any issues or programs in which
you would like the Women's Center
to be involved. I am looking
forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely
Leslie Brett
Coordinator

,
'

Book Exchange
We would like to thank everyone
who participated in this semester's
book exchange. It was the first time
the S.G.A. planned such an event,
and we fee) that it was successful.
By next semester, the idea should
catch on and we hope to see many
more people buying and selling
books. We started the groundwork
for an event that should take place
every semester.
.
Many suggestions have been
given to us to make the exchange
even more successful. We welcome
any more suggestions. The book
exchange is for everyone at Trinity,
and it seems to be a popular idea.
Everyone we talked to said that it

was a very worthwhile 'dea. But We
need your support and participation. Contact us (S.G.A., P.O.
Box 1388) if you have any suggestions. Thank you.
,
Carolyn Gwsburg
Book Exchange Chairperson
Mike, Reiner
,
S.G.A, President Pro tempore
Sandy Smith •
'
S.G.A. Vice-President Pro tempore

Hartsoe

for SGA
Ted Hartsoe -- I'm a candidate
for dorm representative from Elton. Having attended almost all of
its meetings, I'm aware of the
strengths and weaknesses of the
student government association. If
elected, I will again attend as many
meetings as possible and work
strenuously to represent the dorm
and to serve the SGA. In addition,
I will propose several changes in
the organization of the SGA. The
two most important of these
changes would be the campus-wide:;
election of the President and a
changed committee structure.

MAY BE QUALIFIED
TO JOIN A SMALL BAND OF FANATICS
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staff creation meeting, tonight
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Gone But Not Forgotten
ABROAD
MATTHEW, Janice '82 (Year)
42 Hazelwobd Lane
•
Stamford, CT 069O5
Residence du Directeur
. 26 avenue des Baumetces
06'Nice, France
MERCER, Judith'82
11 SteeplcTop Road
Rowayton, CT 06853
Beaver CCEA,
10 College Road
Upper Bangor, Gwynedd
Wales, United Kingdom

.

\
.

RUBE, Elizabeth'82 (Year)
4s Linden Ave.
Buffalo, NY 14214
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5S 1 A3-Not a mailing address

RUMERY, Carol ,'82 (Fall)
75 Taylor Road
Belmont, MA 02178
Drew Univ. London Program
Warringion Crescent
Maida Vale London, ^ 9 1 HP
England
,'';

.:

MERYMAN, Charlotte '81 (Fall)
1600 Tucker Lane
Sandy Spring, MD 20860
" British & European Studies' Group SAyAGE,'Thornas\'82 (Fall)
' l'6U Tower Road
london
,
.
Wilmington, DE 19806
BCM B o x 4 0 3
";':••••
Syracuse Univ. Program in France
London, W C I v 6xx
'.'•'•.
Universite de Syracuse
England
7, Avenue de la Foret No'irr
BESGL is located a 10 York Terrace
67000 Strasbourg, France
East, London Wl.
MORRIS, Maria '82 (Fall)
1410 Belhaven Road
San Marino, CA 91108
lnsiitut fur Europaischc Studien
Frcyung 4
Palais Kinsley
A1010 Vienna I
Austria

MORRIS, j . Patrick
The London School of Economics
London, England
(not a mailing address)

NELSON, Sarah Jane '82 (Year)
Box 647
Dorset, VT 05251
Beaver CCEA/Chelsea College
Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
•London SW3 2BP
England
O'HERRON, Elizabeth '82 (Fall)
553 Elm Street
Westfield, Nj 07090
Institut d'Etudes Europeenes
77,rue Daguerre
75014 Paris, France
PAVLOV1CH, William '82 (Year)
61 Gooseberry Road
Wesi Springfield, MA 01089
McGill University
Monteal, Quebec
Canada-Net a mailing address.
PEISER, Christine '82 (Year)
-22 Harrison Street
Windsor Locks, CT 06096
Beaver CCEA
10 College Road
Upper Bangor, Gwynedd
Wales, United Kingdom
PEN1DO, Marcia '82 (Year)
704 Highland Drive
Flintridge, CA 91011
Hamilton College Junior Year in France
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
'75006 Paris, France
PICKERING, Aminda '82 (Year)
602 Winsford Road •
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
The London School of Economics
London, England-Not a Mailing address
ROCCA, Cathy '82 (Fall)
John Hancock Apt. 6608
Chicago, 1L 60611
Sarah Lawrence College
84710 Lacoste
Vauciuse, France
ROY, John '82 (Fall)
53 Old Coa.h Road
Cohasset, MA 02025
Institute of European Studies Track IJ
62/65 Chandos Place
London WC2, England

SCHEINMAN, Catherine '82 (Year)
55 East 86th Street
New York, NY 10028
Institut d'Etudes Europeenes
77, rue Daguerre
75014 Paris/France
SCULLY, Andrea '82 (Year)
30 Somerset Street
Belmont, MA 02178
University of New Hampshire
University of Salzburg
Salzburg, Austria
SHIELDS, Kathleen '82 (Fall)
•65 Forsythia Drive East
Levittpwn, PA 19056Drew University Program
Institute of European Studies
39 Avenue Franklin Roosevelt
1050 Brussels, Belguim s
SHIPLEY, Elizabeth '82 (Fall)
1000 Clubhouse Road
York, PA 17403
• i
Institute of Political and Ecomonm
Studies
Shield House
26, Egcriown Gardens
London, SW3 2BP
England
SMITH, Constance '82 (Fall)
751 S. Oxford Road.
Grosse Pointe, Ml 48236
The London School of Economic Single
Term Program
Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW 3 2BP
England
STANSFIELD, George '82 (Fall)
6 Washington Street
Wiscasset, ME 04378
Institut fur.Europaische Studien
Freyung 4
Palais Kihsky
]
. A1010 Vienna I
Austria
STIEFF, Susanna '82 (Fall)
5 Longwood Road
Baltimore, MD 21210
Sarah Lawrence College
84710 Lacoste
Vaucluse, France
SULLIVAN, Scott '82 (Fall)
2 Beaver Pond Road
Loudonville,NY122U
Ithaca College London Center
35 Harrington Gardens
London SW7, England

VOUGHT, Craig'82 (Fall)
612 Newtown Road
Villanove, PA 19085
Drew University Program
Institute of European Studies
39 Avenue Franklin Roosevelt
1050 Brussels, Belguim

WACHTELL, Patricia '82 (Fall)
26 Tamarack Way
Pleasantvilleee, NY 10570
Drew University Program
Institute of European Studies
39 Avenue Franklin Roosevelt
1050 Brussels, Belguim

CONWELL, David H. '82
111 Columbia Avenue
Swarthmore, PA 19081

MESSIER* E. Brook '82
2011 Main Street
Coventry, CT 06238

CRAWFORD, Edward E.,Jr. '83
500 Great Springs Road
Bryn Mawr, PA 9010

MURPHY, Jean M. '80
736 Burnside Avenue
East Hartford, CT 06108

CULLEN, Kathleen E. '82
9- Chapin Road
Barrington, Rl 02806

NEWBERRY, Sheila A, '82
Box 448 Old Tappan Road
Locust Valley, NY 11560

DeSlPJO, Sally '80
1035 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10028

WASS, Margaret '82 (Year)
178 High Street
Topsfield, MA 0198}
Davidson College Program
University of Montellier :
Montpellier, France
Not a mailing address.

O'BRIEN, Virginia A. "81
62 Norfolk Road
Arlington, MA 02174

HASS, Anthony C. '81
1815 45th Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20007

YA'RNALL, Stephen '8J (Fall)
514 Conestoga Road
Villanova, PA 19085
Drew University Program
Institute of European Studies
39 Avenue Franklin Roosevelt
1050 Brussels, Belguim

P.'TOCHHELLI, Joanna '82
1016 Great Springs Road
Rbsemont, PA 19010

HUCKS, Julie M. '82
454 Washington Street, Apt. 12A
Hartford, Ct. 06106

The address for Trinity's program in
Rome:
Barbicri Center/Rome Campus
c/o Suorc Camaldolesi
Clivo del Publicii, 2
00153 Rome, Italy

BR1GLIA, Anne '80
}<)9 Oronokc Road
Waterbury, CT 06708

SELMO, Barbara J . '82
52 Barbero Drive
Torringtqn, CT 06790

Le CLAIR, Michael P. '81
1335 Smith Ridge Road
New Canaan.Ct 06840

SHEPHARD, John S, '81
5301 Westpath Way
Bethe ? d», MJ) 20^16

LEONARD, Emily T. '82
36 East Street
Hingham, MA 02043

WEAkLEY, Janet P gi , t
645 Riviera Isle
Ft. Laudcrdale, Florida 33301
YORKE, Bryan L. (Ms.) '82
888 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10021

LYNN, Giannina
36 King Street
New York, NY 10014

BROWN, Ellen R. '82
606 Greythorne Road
Wynnewood, PA 19096

IRIDES

FOR YOM KIPPUR
SERVICES

A sign-up sheet will be available
at Mather front desk till Thursday
afternoon for those needing rides
to Yom Kippur services. If you
have a car and are available to
drive to services contact the Hillel
House (Ext. 464) as soon as
possible.

MAIER, Kimberly S. '82
3 Picardy Lane
Dover, MA 02030
McNALLY, Susan M. '80
77 Mountain Avenue
North Caldwell, NJ 07006

CHASE, Anthony J.W. '80
Derick Drive
Fishkill, NY 12524

POWELL, Elizabeth '82
1 East Kirke Stcet >
Chevy Chase, MD 20015

ROGERS, Cynthia P. '80
c/o Mrs. W.P. Rogers
Adamsville, RI 02801
:

KRAMER, Eric H. '82
9 Fulton Road
Lexington, ma 02173

ROME

PREPARE FOR

MCAT-LSAT-GMAT
SAT-DAT-GRE
Permanent Centers open days,

evenings and weekends.

Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-,
time staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPE^facilitles
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
Small classes taught by skilled
instructors.

Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 80 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT
TOEFL* NMB • VQE • ECFMG •FLEX • NOB • NLE
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

TYSON, Peter '82 (Fall)
613 Maplewood Road
Wayne, PA 19087
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Freyung 4
Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I
Austria

t

KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

'.Vi^r^vmw^

HARTFORD AREA
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, CT 06118
568-7927

f
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What makes Tech Hifi
the best place to buy stereo?

Appliance stores
,ind department stores
art* iiol the best "places
i.o buy quality stereo
You'll do .much better at
a stereo store.
The problem is.
which stereo store 0 You're about
to read why over 2 million music
lovers have decided to buy from
Tech Hifi.

It's OK
to pick our brains.
(We know our stereo).
The-Salespeople at lech Hiti
know what they're talking about.
They work at Tech because they
love stereo, not because they
love selling".
Our people keep up with all
the latest equipment, and can tell
you the differences among the
leading brands.

You get to play
at Tech Hifi, not just look.
Some stereo stores have
signs all over that tell you
"Don't Touch The Merchandise".
At "Tech Hifi our signs say
"Come Play." We encourage you
to spin knobs, push buttons, toss
switches, and try out any of the
components in our soundroom.
If you take enough time to play
in a Tech Hifi soundroom, you'll
get a good idea of which
equipment sounds best in your
price range.

The buying power of the
65 Tech Hifi stores.
The reason why no store has
better prices than Tech Hifi is no
dealer buys quality components
in such a huge volume as the 65
Tech Hifi stores.
'
You'll find our prices are as
good as anybody's, and often
better on some brands.
You might expect to pay
extra at Tech for all the extra
things we offer. But you won't.

30-day price guarantee
60-day defective
exchange, 3-month
full-credit swap (for
any reason), and a
1-year loudspeaker
trial.
Our guarantees are backed
by the Tech Hifi Service Centers:
•If the equipment you buy from
us ever needs service, we have
trained professionals who will
make things right. Fast.

At Tech Hifi we back
what you buy.
When you make any big
investment like quaJity hifi,
make sure you're getting sound
guarantees.
Tech Hifi gives you guarantees most stores don't.
And we'll give them to
you in writing, right on
your sales slip.
Our guarantees
include a 7-day
moneyback
guarantee
(no questions
asked),

,

;•.-,•,•. /

Our back-to-school sale
This is a good Linie to buy at
Tech Hifi, because we're having
our annual back-to-school sale
You'll fine! complete systems
on sale right now for as little as
$189, and lots of name-brand
turntables, receivers, loudspeakers, and cassette decks are
on sale as individual
components.
Come in this week
and listen to what
' your money can
buy at Tech HJI:
The best place
to buy stereo

:

This $189 system delivers good sound at a low price.
:'••
The receiver is a TDC 1500 with T-Lock tuning that eliminates FM
drift. The loudspeakers are compact, wide-range Studio Design 16's and
the turntable is a multiple-play Coll&ro 1251 with a Philips cartridge.

tech hifi

ViSA\

Quality components at the right price.

GROTON 587 Long Hill Road
NEW HAVEN 433 Temple Street

WEST HARTFORD Corbins Comer Shopping Center
STAMFORD 39 Atlantic Street

f

s

WESTPORT 409 Post Rd., East
(Compo Shopping Plaza)

Stores also in Massachusetts, Rhode island, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York> New Jersey, Michigan and Ohio.
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Arts
Jerzy Kosinski's Latest Novel
by Natalie E.T. Anderson
Being There played at Cinestudio
this weekend, and although I
couldn't manage to see it for the
second time, I saw it as a good
omen for this book review. Thanks
to Hal Ashby's film most of you are
by now likely to be aware of the
existence of JerzyKosinski, even if
you can't spell his name (I looked
on the book jacket).

polo. He travels about the U.S. in a
mobile home, his two polo ponies
stabled in the back, engaging affluent and vacuous heirs in one-onone polo matches. The bulk of
Koskinski's books feature exceedingly rich male central
characters, but in Passion Play we
are presented with a man who
(gasp!) actually must strain to make
ends meet. Never mind the fact
that a wealthy (naturally) heiress
tries to make him a present of a few
million bucks or that he roams here
and there in a gas-guzzler called a
VanHome. Actually, the VanHome
Hey, if you're feeling a bit taken illustrates RFabian's primary trait:
aback by the way I'm blithely transcience. None of Koskinski's
throwing these titles around, I principal characters could be
accused of being homebodies.
should mention that all of
Koskinski's books are very short. Rarely do they remain in any one
They take no time at all to read. place for longer than a month. This
You could probably get through his . makes for an engaging change of
entire output in two weeks. They scenery every other chapter or so
and ensures that you, the reader,
are brief, indeed.
don't nod off.
feel that if you're interested in
penetrating to the core of Jerzy
Kosinski, Steps and/ or The
Painted Bird are the books to read
first. These two works contain the
key to Koskinski's peculiar blend
of impersonal violence and modern
horror. They also provide readers
of my age with a new rand particularly terrifying view of WWII.
If you follow those volumes up with
a selection of Being There, Cockpit, Blind Date or The Devil Tree,
you should begin to have a decent
idea of what Kosinski is all about.

Ostensibly, you are supposed to
be goaded into taking up
Koskinski's newest book, Passion
Play, by this review, 1 do have
other ideas as well. You see,
besides being the latest in a series
of many books, Passion Play is also
Kosinski's most commercial and
least authentic work. That is to say,
you might find it a bit more
readable, whatever the hell that
means, but it seems to have been
written with the idea of a screen
play in mind. In fact, I heard
somewhere that the movie rights to
The protagonist of the novel is
Passion Play have already been named Fabian (Koskinski often
purchased and shooting should be gives his main characters rather
commencing soon. Personally, 1 foppish monikers) and he plays

Back to the story. ... Fabian is
also a womanizer, although he's a
first for Kosinski in that he (are you

ready?) is not handsome!! How he
manages to get by with looks that
are passable at best, I don't know,
but several women do fall for him,
one becomes his slave, and I don't
think he does half badly.

First: "Fabian decided to get a
haircut."

The essence of the game of polo
is, for Fabian, not the challenge
posed by his opponent, but by
himself. All of Koskinski's
protagonists are loners involved in
some sort of internal battle.
Fabian, like the rest of them, has
leapt from a peasant's childhood
into the twentieth century Western
world and found himself incapable
of settling down to a "normal"
existence. Fabian is less cruel than
his literary predecessors, but
there's enough crippling and
decapitating (with a polo ball)
going on to hold anyone's interest.

Last: "Vanessa, her forehead
bent to the cool glass of the window, would catch sight of a man on
a horse, streaming along the black
strip of runway, the man's helmet
shirt and breeches all white, his
horse black, the run of the horse
unbroken, the rider tilting, as ;/
charging with a lance, in comW
with an enemy only he could see,"
Dramatic enough?

'

Passion Play honestly has
everything a reader who's searching for some relief from Calculus
121L could desire: an inscrutable
hero who suffers from Wanderlust,
rich people who get their jollies
playing expensive and dangerous
sports, one night stands, true love,
i
transexuals (got you there, didn't
I suppose I'm babbling a bit here I?), etc. If the above elements still
and one of the more useful tactics haven't got you interested, then
I've picked up from English you should read it for nothing else
courses here is to cite the first and than the flippant signs Fabian posts
last sentences of any book, It grabs on his VanHome when he's parked
one's attention, so here goes: "-•-.,. illegally.

Currently in
Garmany Hall

*-*

Summer Works, like the ones
shown here by photographer Ed
Hing-Goon, will open the year of
student shows in Garmany Hall
Austin Arts Center. This show will
feature recents works by three of
Trinity's Studio Arts majors, Ed
Hing-Goon, Neil ArcheJy and the
Tripod's own Rob Pollien.
There will be an opening
reception today at 5:00 in Garmany. The exhibit will run until
next Wednesday, to be followed by
solo exhibits of graduating Studio
Majors.
photo by Ed Hmg-Coon

Richard Kogan Opens Concert Series
by Lynn Susman
The program was impressive
even before the musicain walked on
stage. Pianist Richard Kogan, who
performed such titanic piano pieces
as Beethoven's "Appassionata,"
even Mussorgsky's Pictures At An
Exhibition, launched the Trinity
College Friday Evening Concert
Series, Friday night in Goodwin
Theatre.
Mr. Kogan is a 1977 graduate of
Harvard College and recipient of

numerous prizes. He has appeared
with the Boston Pops twelve times
and has performed on the Goodwin
Theatre Stage twice.
The entire performance of this
young pianist may be characterized
by an absolute command of the
piano. His e,very attack, dynamic
shading, tension and repose was
clearly thought out and articulated,
to say nothing of his fiery technical
brillance.
Mr. Kogan's control was initially
demonstrated by his crisp
rhythmic executions in Prokofiev's

Sonata No. 3 in A minor, op. 28. were particularly dramatic, due to
In the concert's opener Kogan also the intent with which every note
exhibited his technique of un- was sounded. Mr. Kogan used
flinching evenness in short passage discrimination in pedaling and
work. This control continued displayed extreme command in the
through the Chopin Barcarolle, op. tempestuous sections of the
60 and to the finale, with the Beethoven, creating much exciteexception of choppiness in the right ment. His technical facility was
hand melody of the Chopin.
superb, especially in the right
The pianist's ultimate control hand runs and tremelos.
over the keyboard reached its
The final display of this musummit in Beethoven's, Sonata in E sician vs intense concentration was
minor, "Appassionata," op. 57 and shown in Mussorgsky's1 Pictures.
in Mussorgsky's Pictures At An This composition is a series of
Exhibition. Both performances .musical depictions of paintings by

Victor Hartmann.. Kogan's ability
to contol and convey the tone of
each individual picture made for a
very animated performance. The
heart wrenching delivery of
"Bydlo" and the thunderous scales
of the "Great Gate At Kiev", were
just some of the highlights of this
pictorial rendition.

The next program in the Friday :
Evening Concert Series, will be on
Friday, October 3, and will feature
Constance Beavon, mezzosoprano;
and Gerald Moshell, pianist.

1

More Kosinski: 'Being There
by Dimitris Theodorou
Being There is the story of
Chance the Gardener, a man who
" . , . had never stepped outside
the house and its garden . . . •"
because " . . . he was riot curious
about life on the other side of the
wai!.'.' Being There is also the story
of Chauncey Gardner; the man all
the major networks invited for
exculsive T.V. appearances, the
man that all the respectable magazines wanted to do a story on.
Chance and Chauncey are the same
person, the "new american hero
for the eighties," superbly played
by the late Peter Sellers.
The story begins with death of

ing television, when the miracle
happens: Eve (Shirley MacLaine),
the wife of a dying Wall Street
mogul (very realistically played by
Jack Warden) bumps into him,
leterally, and takes him under her
protection. Thus Chance changes
enviornments and suddenly becomes Chauncey, the great lover,
politician intellect and shrewd businessman. But wait just one minute.
Is it possible for a simple man like
Chance to effect such a change?
No, he remains the hollow shell of a
man that he always was but, as the
movie points out so well, no one
Night comes and Chance is still cares. Everyone is able to see in
on the streets engaged in his him what they want to. The fact
favorite pastime, namely, watch- that he is totally devoid of person-

the Old Man, Chance's employer,
and the terrifying effect that this
has on the poor gardener's life.
Thus, armed with the expensive
clothes that he has inherited from
the old man and the brain of a fiveyear-old child is out in the streets
for the first time in his life,
searching for God knows what. In a
magnificent scene, (which should
prove more than sufficienf to win
an Oscar for director Hal Ashby)
Chance is walking towards the
White House while the theatre is
filled with the music of Strauss,

ality allows the childless, dying
businessman to see Chauncey as
the ideal successor. To the soon-tobe widowed wife he is the lover that
she has always been waiting for,
and to the President of the U.S. he
is the treat that had always been
dreaded. To the press he is the new
Man of the Day needed 'to sell
copies.
One can readily say that Being
Thereisaflick that has everything
going for it. Peter Sellers is at his
best. He portrays Chance so completely that one questions whether
there actually was a man named
Sellers, with a personality of his
own, just as he has identified with

[.
|
|
|
«
j
j
j
j

every role that he has played. (
point that TIME maga2ine ma
when they ran the cover story
entitled "Who is this M a n . '
Shirley MacLaine, Jack Warden
and the rest of the cast pert"""
flawlesly. Finally, a great part
the credit should go to author an
screenplay writer Jerzy Kosins^
for whom the Washington
this praise: "Kosinski is a sk
storyfull-blooded, fascinating
auteller, definitely' an original
thentic unique voice. Deep bei ^
his stories there is an imp*1"
meaning and a sincere messag
about the frightful world that w
live in."

r

,-vJ
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Arts
Mom Doubts that this is Music
Commentary by Ted Lord
Piling the raisins on one side of a
lunchtime cereal bowl an intimate
chided they were even playing the
B-52's at A.D. Space-surf, the
shake of lead vocalist Cindy Wilson, the unknown instruments on
"Planet Claire" were now chic. I
looked up from bloody, half-mixed
yogurt and said I'd gotten into
disco.
This is not a call for buying
bottle-green bowlers or spending
dorm funds on videos of Xenons.
But this once elitist new-waver has
learned to pelvic thrust, and if he
can hear the 52's on Wednesday
nights the SUPREMES and
GRACE JONES are welcome to my
room.
For those with a fervent longing
to dance it live DIANA ROSS turns
Wallingford inside-out at the Oakdale Music Center this week,
Monday through Thursday. The
COMMODORES take over the
Civic Center for a show this
Sunday. The TALKING HEADS

have also discovered that the beat
goes on, and with the addition of
six new members should soon be
heard from every box on the
streets. Nona Hendryks, the new
co-lead with Byrne, retains the
torchy style she had as N.Y.C.'s
reigning funkstress. A Bongo, another bass, and on the basis of
concerts in Toronto and Central
Park, an amazing control over
layered rhythms highlight their
new offerings. An album is due in
December. Spring concert petitions, anyone?
October 23 and 24 GANG OF
FOUR play Irving Plaza, probably
the best place to hear and dance
new music in N.Y.C. Back to back
with Max's it's a Polish-American
social club during the week, and
transforms for the weekend: great
chandeliers, a huge dance floor
with overhung balcony, $7 covers
at most and none of the tired
disco-converts you find at the Ritz.
GANG OF FOUR, whose album
Entertainment is generally regarded as the best first effort since

The Clash, is overtly political with
songs like "Anthrax" and "Guns
Before B u t t e r . " Their Chuck
Berryesque rave-up "I Found That
Essence Rare" a great dance tune.
They are highly recommended and
are unlikely to remain long at the
club level.
The Boss is scheduled for a
series at the Garden in mid-October, his new double album is
definitely promised before Xmas.
Unrecorded favorites such as "The
River" and "Independence Day"
are included.
The B-52's are at Stage West
Friday, tickets were finally printed
Saturday. They had 75,000 people
dancing at Mosport, Wild Planet is
tremendous and with the East
Coast dry it should be the best
party in Connecticut.
I don't know that much about
columns or music or evolution and
process. If there's interest I'll try
this Sunday afternoon pen again.
Right now it's time to write
postcards with my new number and
clean the coffee pot.

Sylvia Plath's Letters H o m e

McCoqk Auditorium Thursday
McCoqkcentered
Auditorium
Dr. Linda Budtzen, Professor of
evening,
aroundThursday
the real
English at Williams College, came
relationship between Plath and her
to Trinity last week to deliver a
mother and how it affected the
lecture and hold a work-shop, both
artist. Aurelia Plath was a woman
concerning the life and works of who in the true spirit of unselfish
the late Sylvia Plath and the devotion raised two children alone
American
Place
Theatre (Dr. Otto Plath died shortly after
Production of "Letters Home". Sylvia turned four) and sought to
These were sponsored in con- give them every conceivable benejunction with the Womens Center, fit. Devoted to her children to such
the Theatre Arts Department and an extent that she forfeited her own
ambitions and feelings, Aurelia
. the English Department.
• "Letters, Home" is based on a Plath began to live through them,
collection pi letters written by primarily through the highly
Plath in the years from 1950, when promising, bright Sylvia, who in
she entered Smith College, to 1963, turn described every detail of her
when she committed suicide. The effervescent life to her mother in
letters were published by Plath's an unending cascade of letters
mother, Aurelia, who sought to home.
give some insight into the distorted
Indeed, just as this sounds too
images and hurtful caricatures in good to last, it was. Troubles with
The Bell .Jar, in which the mother is her home town seetheart threw
seen as a myopic type who sends Sylvia into a deep depression,
the daughter articles from Reader's forcing her to leave Smith to
Digest (Example; "The Joys of recover in an Upstate New York
sanitorium. Here we see the bubble
Chastity").
The lecture, which was given in beginning to give hint to the burst

which would come after she
would come after she
w hj c h
finishes Smith College and marries.
Again, troubles establishing a
sound relationship with her
husband give way to a deepening
crack in the veneer of, the cheerful,
promising young magazine writer.
The poetry that finally emerged in
the emotionally explosive ' 'Daddy"
or "Medusa" was a work of a
frenzied person trying desperately
to build a new life and orientation
by wantonly destroying the old.
Perhaps an example would show
you exactly how severe this stuff
really is:
"Not Got but a swastika
so black no sky could squeak
through.
Every woman loves a Facist,
the boot in the face, the brute
Brute heart of a brute like you."

Get the picture? Watch for more
next week in the American Place
Theatre production of "Letters
s
Home".

Jim Morrison Bio Reviewed

by Bruce Zawodniak
With the resurgence of late 60's
and early 70's music, the biography
of Jim Morrison, late singer and cofounder of The Doors - No One
Gets Out Of Here Alive, could not
have come at a better time. The
renewed interest in The Doors,
brought about partly by Francis
Ford Coppola's Apocalypse Now,
has enabled Hopkins and Suger-W' let those curious further
investigate the lifestyle of the
group's dynamo.
The authors chronologically
arrange the book into three parts,
creating a stimulating portrayal of
Morrison's life. For the most part,
the flow ofj the book is steady
except at the end of Part 2 where
there are lapses of time logic. This

steady, building flow highlights the
changes Jim Morrison undergoes
from a nightclub singer, to Mr.
Rock 'n Roll and on to that fateful
night in Miami which begins' the
downfall of his career.
Morrison, the poet, film maker,
sociologist, is adequately explored.
His drinking, drug taking and his
obsession with the L.A. scene are
given equal billing with the philosophy of his music and his role as
a rock star. Hopkins and Sugerman
tie in quotes vt • well with their
presentation r ' ...-• personal aspect
of Morrison. Excellent interviews
and anecdotes fill the book, such as
the etymology of Jim Morrison's
lyrics, which give insight into his
high IQ and troubled life. Still it

seems that-the writers have created
a hidden neglect toward a few
people in Jim's life, mainly the
fellow Doors, Ray Manzarek,
Robby
Krieger
and
John
Densrriore. The trio's resourceful
knowledge of Morrison is used
primarily for the early Door's
years. Jim's interaction with his
band during the group's height and
downfall is only superficially covered. The quick reading book contains lyrics to a dozen or so songs,
well over 50 pictures, a discography and film credits.
More extensive biographies of
Morrison can be written, but the
Hopkins/ Sugerman groundwork
generates enough vibrancy to let
one "Break on Through (To the
other side).

Arts&
Entertainment
Protean Theatre will be featuring the Berhold Brecht play "Man
is Man" Friday and Saturday at 7:30. For information call 727-0729.
The Austin Arts Center is currently housing an Edwin M. Blake
Memorial Exhibition. Consisting of new works in clay by FVAC
artist Mary Barringer, color photographs by Martin Miller and
graphics by Denzal Hurley, the show runs until Sept. 28th.
Contempo Gallery and the Old State House are holding an exhibit
of works by Greater Hartford area artists. Call 247-4433 for more
information.
Artworks Gallery, 94 Allyn St. Will feature the works of Gary
Goldberg this week and on Thursday the 18th they will show the
film Gun Crazy, an adaptation of the Bonnie and Clyde saga.
For more new about art in the capitol area, call the ARTL1NE at
247-4433.

Qrean Series Ooens
V a

O
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Trie 1980-81 Trinity College
Organ Series will begin with a
performance by John Rose,
organist of the college, on Friday,
September 19, 1980 at 8:15 p.m. in
the school's chapel.
The featured work of the
program will be Charles-Marie
Widor's Fifth Organ Symphony
which concludes with a Toccata
perhaps the best known work in the
classic organ repertoire.
Also on the Rose program wil be
Fe,lix Mendelssohn's Second Organ
Sonata, three chorale preludes by
Johannes Brahms, Variations on
"Veni C r e a t o r " by Maurice
Durufle and J.S. Bach's "Jesu Joy
of Man's Desiring" as arranged by
Durufle.

In addition to his work at Trinity
College, John Rose is an
active concerf and recording
artist. Performance trips later this
year will take him to Colorado,
Utah, California, New York and
' Canada.
"
|

Towerhill Records of Hollywood,
California, this autumn will release
its sixth and seventh albums by
John Rose: "The Carols of Christ. mas" and the third in his series
' called "The French Romantics".
The performance is open to the
public without admission charge. A
complete schedule of the Trinity
Organ Series may be obtained by
writing or phoning the chapel
office.

Cast for
The C M Slated
v by Laura Wllcox
. The Theatre Arts Program has
just cast; its first show of the
season. The Club, "a musical
diversion", takes place in a turn of
the century men's club. This was,
of course," a time when chauvinism
was every man's middle name.
Under the direction of Roger
Shoemaker and with choreography
by Scott Collishaw ('81), The Club,
will feature Lucy Cole ('82),
Cressida Bainton ('81), Ann Evans
("84), Penny Suiter ('81), Beverly
Gebelein ('83), Laura Wilcox ('83),
and Ami Rothschild ('81).
The Club is essentially vaudville.

The jokes are consistently clever
and the "song and dance "numbers
should prove to be entertaining.
According to director Shoemaker,
The Club is,"exciting, different and
unusual,
We've never done
anything like this before." He also
said that he anticipates that the
public will be "pleasantly sur-;,
prised."
So keep in mind that fun and
frivolity await you at The Club:
October 9 at 8 p.m., the 10th and
11th at 9:30 (parents weekend, so
bring Mom and Dad), and Oct. 12,
13, 14, 31, and Nov. 1 all at 8:00
p.m.

Thanks to you it works for all of us

Things that go Bump in the Night
by Peter L. Bain

The series was conceived as a
result of the success of the Alfred
In progress at the Wadsworth Hitchcock Film Festival which ran
Atheneum, Cinema, at the Wad- at the Atheneum Cinema this past
sworth Atheneum in downtown summer. This fall's horror series
Hartford, is a full menu of films of will feature such legendary flicks of
horror and suspense. The series, fear as "I Walked with a Zombie",
"Things That Go Bump in the "The Thing from Another World",
Night", began on September 3 and and "The Cat People". So, those of
will continue through October 31, you who get a charge from having
with showings every Wednesday, the scatalogical references scared
Thursday, and Friday at 5:00 p.m.. out of you have a real opportunity

to lose it every Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday for a good
time to come this fall.
In addition, Grade B films are
being screened this fall by Artworks Gallery at 94 Allyn Street on
the following Thursdays at 7:30
p.m.: September 18, October 2 and
9, November 3 and 20, and
December 4 and' 11. Call 525-7506
for titles.

United Vfcy
of the Capital Area
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Women's Tennis Concludes Try-Outs, Picks Team
Rosebrough, Nancy McCullough, been finalized as yet, so comand Eugenia Erskine; the junior petition within the team will
contingent is represented by Leslie continue throughout the coming
Petch, Barb Sherman, Carolyn week. Coach Cameron is enGinsburg and Ellin Carpenter. thusiastic about the 1980 squad,
Sophomores on the squad include and is looking forward to a winning
Soraya
Zarghami,
Caroline season.
Under the tutelage of Kirk Savarese, Beth Pruett, and Jean
The Trinity Women Racqueteers
Cameron, a new member of the Walsh. Prospective freshman stars
Trinity coaching staff, the newly are Chandlee Johnson, Francie open their season on T.uesday with
selected team includes several Norris, Sue Greene, Sue Rice, a JV match against UHart at
returning letterwomen, numerous Eleanor Knoblock and Liz Lynch. HOME, at 3 PM. Thursday, the
upperclassmen players, ajjd six.
As there were so many ap- Varsity takes on Connecticut
freshmen. Seniors on the team plicants for so few positions, try- College at 3:30 on Trinity courts.
include Eileen Kern, Dede Seeber, outs were particularly tough this Come out and support the 1980
Holly Doremus, Diana Furse. fall. Varsity and junior varsity Women's Tennis team, which
Cathy
Schwartz,
Mimi singles and doubles spots have not promises to be a strong one.
The Trinity Women's Tennis
team recently concluded try-outs
to select the 1980 squad. More than
forty players were vying for the
twenty-one \arsity and junior
varsity positions.

Water Polo: The Legacy Continues
by Duncan Yetman
The Trinity Water Polo team,
New England Division II Champions last year, begins their seventh
season today in the UConn
Tourney at Storrs. Co-captains Len
Adam and Tick Houk lead a team
which has lost five starters to
graduation, yet the Ducks appear,
to be just as strong as the 20-4
championship team of a year ago.
The program continues to progress

with each succeeding year. This
progress continues even though
only one player in seven years has
had any previous experience in
water polo in secondary school
before coming to Trinity, Along
with the co-captains, seven men
who saw considerable action last
year are returning as well. All have
experience, since water polo is
heavily dependent on its bench. In
most matches the entire roster is
used.

WINNERS
WEAR'EM

Six freshmen have also gone out
for the team, including three
women. Houk encourages women
to go out for water polo. Usually,
he said, women are turned off by
water polo without really giving it a
chance. Too often it is considered a
very rough, all-male sport.
Looking ahead to the season,
UConn and URI figure once again
to be the toughest opponents this
year. Trinity will probably meet
both of them in the UConn
Tourney.
The Water Polo team is every
hopeful of attaining varsity status,
The team is a club sport and thus
without all the usual benefits that
come with being a varsity sport.
The captains feel that their best
argument for making water polo a
varsity sport would be a winning
record. As the situation stands
now, the captains must coach,
arrange the schedule, and make
travel arrangements for the team.
The squad also has had the longest
schedule of any fall sport at Trinity.
For now, the captains are patient
and optimistic. Houk estimates that
with another New England
Championship this fall, Varsity
Water Polo could become a reality
within two years at Trinity.

Wear A Helmet When You Ride

This week, the Ducks play host
to the University of Connecticut,
Iona and possibly the University of
Rhode Island in a two-day, fiveman tournament. Friday night
action begins at 6 PM and will
continue with contests at 7:30 and
9.-00. Play resumes Saturday
morning at 10 AM. Fans are urged
to attend.

Senior Eileen Kent Is currently vying for the top spot
Women's Varsity Tennis team.
p^

On

the

BANTAM SPORTS
ARENA
Ski Team Set To Organize
The Trinity Ski team invites all who are the least bit interested in ski
racing to attend an organizational meeting on Thursday evening,
Sept. 18 at 9:30 P.M. in Wean Lounge.

Trinity Race And Fun Run
Once again, the Trinity cross-country team will take on all comers in
their annual pre-season race and fun run against the Trinity
community and interested alumni this Saturday. The 5-mile race
begins at 10 AM at the cannons below the Quad and runs around
the perimeter of the campus. It costs nothing to enter, one and two
mile splits will be given, and results will be sent to those who desire
them.Call Ralph Waldc at ext. 349 or contact co-captains Alex
Magoun (box 1181) or Bob Williams (box 1481) for details.

French cooking,American sty!e.
Now appearing at y-our local: store

V

.

.iW*v
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Women's Soccer Attains Varsity Status
by Roberta Scherr
The Trinity Women's Soccer
team begins its first season as a
varsity unit this year. Last year, as a
club, the Lady Bantams faced six
varsity teams and emerged with a 2-

4 record. Unimpressive in and of
itself, this record, together with the
team's inspired play, gained them
recognition and varsity status.
Behind that inspired play was
Coach Karen Erlandson, who

Pain Wilton, the team's lone senior, controls the ball in preseason
•practice.

photo by Keryn Crohs

returns to head the team for a
second season. Coach Erlandson
also coaches the Women's
Basketball and Track teams, as
well as being a New England Field
Hockey official.
Eleven returning players and a
seven-woman freshman contingent
make up this year's squad.
Returning on offense are the team's
lone senior Pam Wilton, juniors
Ann Martin and Nancy Dann, and
sophomore Anita
Yeranian.
Veteran .midfielders are juniors
Terry Samdperil, Minnie Mahoney
and Maryann Conners, along with
last year's star sophomore halfback
Dana Anderson. Upperclassmen
rounding out the team at defense
are Polly Lavery and Ana Meyer.
Returning sophomore 1 Terrie
Johnson takes up the ; goalie
position this year after backing up
there last season. In an informal
scrimmage at Wesleyan lastiFriday,
Johnson's talents were displayed asy
she tallied nineteen saves. Also
impressive in the scrimmage was
freshman
forward
AdHenne
Merjan, as she came up with four
shots and the Bantam's onl$ goal.
After the scrimmage, Coach
Erlandson was asked about the
team's prospects in their i first
varsity season. She commented:
"Youth and experience should take
us far this season. The key^ to our
success will be in working as a unit
on the field."
Trinity's newest varsity team has
its first contest away at Smith
College'on Sept. 18. Their'first
home game, against arch-rival
Wesleyan, is on Oct. 3 at 3 PM.

Netminder Terrie Johnson tallied nineteen saves in last Friday's
scrimmage at Wesleyan.
• l)hotI1 bv Kt . rvn C ; rohs

Football Impresses Middlebury With Aerial Show
by Robert Falk
Though some say that preseason
games don't mean too much,
Trinity fans can find a lot to be
happy about after last Saturday's
scrimmage versus Middlebury in
Williamstown, Massachusetts. In
their final tune-up prior to this
weekend's opener against New
England Division III power Tufts,
the Bants outscored the Panthers
26-6 in the controlled half of the
scrimmage, while falling one point
short during the game situation,
23-22.
In the first part of the scrimmage, each team ran three sets of
eight plays from their own 30 yard
line, punting on fourth down.
Though neither side put any points
on the board, Trinity quarterback
Gary Palmer provided some excitement as he hooked up with
senior split end Bill Luby on two
nice passes, one good for 36 yards.
The second part of the scrimmage saw each club run eight plays
from the opposing thirty yard line:
Middlebury broke the ice as it
scored on the fourth play from
scrimmage. However, it was all
Trinity from that point on, as the
Bantams found the Middlebury end
zone twice, Mike Elia opened the
Trinjty scoring with a three yard
plunge, while Palmer and Luby
connected on a 21 yard scoring
strike. While the offense was
putting up some points, the
defense, led by Rusty Williams,
Dan Jacobs and Pete Smialek held
Middlebury virtually at bay. In the
^goaline part of the scrimmage,
Trinity looked good again by
outscoring the opposition two
touchdowns to one.
After each team had gotten the
kinks out in the scrimmage, the

action turned to a game situation.
Joe Penella set up the first Trinity
touchdown as he forced a fumble
which Chip McKeehan fell on at
midfield. Head Coach Don Miller's
offensive unit wasted little time as
quarterback Peter Martin hit Tom
Clemmenson with a 50 yard touchdowjn. Clemmenson, a surprise
freshman from South Salem, New
York, started in the A-back slot in
place of the injured Steve
Guglielmo, who will* be out about
six weeks with torn ligaments in his
thumb.
Following . the second quarter,
which saw Middlebury dominate
the play with three touchdowns and
a safety, the second half was all
Trinity. Palmer, looking impressive
at the helm, found Dave Berey on a
13 yard pass good for six points.
Also[playing with a lot of poise was
Freshman Jeff McLucas who led
the drive to the final Trinity touchdown. McLucas culminated the
march when he found Joe Gizzi
wideiopen on the left side, enough
for ljii yards and a touchdown.
If (he Middlebury scrimmage is
any indication of what J o expect
this year, Jesse Field may be the
sight i of some great aerial shows
this fall. Bantam quarterbacks, led
by Pajmer's 154 yards, totaled 294
in thej air. Palmer completed 10 of
12 parses with 2 touchdowns, while
Martip totaled 107 yards on 5 of 10
with jane touchdown and one interception. While Trinity picked
apart i Middlebury in the air, the
rushing game stumbled, gaining
only ?1 yards on 51 carries., Bill
Holden led the attack with 41 yards
on 10' carries, while Palmer and
Paul jMerrigan added 20 yards
each.,
• -

Champion Tufts. Coach of the Year
Vic Gatto returns 18 starters from
last year's power. Trinity and Tufts
haven't met in a regular season
game since 1968, though the two
teams have squared off in
scrimmages, most recently last
year when Trinity held its own. The
Blue and Gold holds a 15-11-1
career record over the Jumbos,
including the last five dating back
to 1963. Though the game will be a
. tough contest for the rebuilding
Bants, Assistant Coach Curtiss
Rooks, who handles the offensive
backs, feels Trinity can meet the
challenge'. Rooks commented,
"There is a spirit on the team of
really wanting to win." He added,
"The game will be decided by who
is most ready to play and which
side makes the fewest early season
mistakes." Of the 18Tufts starters,
10 return to a very physical
defensive unit. Offensively, the
Jumbos run from the Delaware
winged T, and have the capability
of putting a lot of points on the
board. However, the Bantam
defense starts four seniors and
possesses a strong secondary.

: Going into the Tufts game, the
Bants could find themselves
slightly undermanned due to injuries. Guglielmo and Mark
LaMagdelaine are the only definite
scratches from the season opener,
while five starters have been
bothered by less serious injuries.
Captain Paul Romano and
defensive secondary mate Pete
Hoops have been slowed up
somewhat by knee and ankle injuries respectively. Bob Grant, a
force to be reckoned with, has been
bothered by a knee injury. His
absence would be a big loss to the
This Saturday, Trinity opens in defensive line. Also, Sophomore
Medford, Massachusetts against Merrigan and Junior Justin George
New England
Division
III are hobbling with minor injuries.

The five are expected to see actioi) been opening up large holes during
Saturday, but how healthy they will preseason practices and in the
be remains to be seen.
scrimmage versus WPI. Hopefully
the line will be able to provide a
Though the Bantam rushing little running room for the Bantam
game didn't quite equal the per- backfield, considered to be one of
formance of the passing attack,, the strongest areas of the team.
things could easily reversfc
themselves against the Jumbosi: . The game is scheduled for 1:30
The Bantam offensive line ha^i P M .
.••• ,

This Week In Trinity Sports
Tuesday, September 16

jWaler Polo in
;nament. Away.

UConn

T6ur-

Women's IV Tennis vs. UHart, 3
iPM, HOME.

Thursday, September 18

'Women's Varsity and JV Field
[Hockey vs. Connecticut College,
J3:30. HOME.
Women's Varsity tennis vs.
Connecticut College, 3:30, HOME.
L

Women's Varsity Soccer vs. Smith,
3:30, Away.

Friday and Saturday,
September 19-20

Water Polo in Trinity Five-Man
ifournament, HOME.

Saturday, September 20

Varsity Football vs. Tufts,
Away.

Monday, September 22

iS Football vs. WPI. 3:30, Away.
i

1:30,

• •

Women's Vanity Field Hockey vs.
Cjentral Connecticut, 3 PM, Away.
Women'* Vanity
Tennis vs.
Amherst, 4 PM, Away.
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VIenYVarsity Soccer Hosts British Qub
Team Wins One,Drops Three Against Skilled Opponents
by Robert Falk and Peggy Smith
The Trinity Men's Varsity
Soccer team hosted a touring
English football club from the
University of Bristol last Saturday.
In a round-robin tournament
consisting of four forty-five minute
contests, the Varsity first team split
their games, both by 1-0 tallies,
while the second team was bested
twice by their visiting British foes,
5-0 and 3-1, The Bristol squad, having played five games in four days,
was sluggish at first but picked up
momentum as the day wore on.
The Bantams performance boded
well for the coming season; though
the booters dropped three of the
four contests, their play was encouraging for such an early point in
the year. With the opener o\er a
week away, the team has plenty of
time to work on their mistakes.
An area of question lies in the
scoring attack. Last season, the
Bunts averaged Ies"s than one goal
per game. The team will ha\e to
(afly more goafs, using Coach
Robie Shults' new formation to its
fullest, if it is to improve on last
year's dismal 2-8 record.
Ifi the first team varsity win, the
Bams worked the ball well from
side to side while applying good
co\erage on defense. At the midpoint of the first half, senior Jamie
Brown booted a Jamie Kapteyn
pass past the Bristol goalie from
twenty yards out. Although Bristol
applied pressure late in the game,
they were unable to score. One
head shot from a.n English player
deflected off the goalpost, thus
insuring the \ictory for Trinity.

In another first team game, the
Bantams dropped a hard-fought 1-0
contest. Despite the loss, goalie
John Simons made a super save on
a breakaway shot with 18:00 left in
the game. For the second team,
Mohammud Farah tallied the lone
goal in their 3-1 loss.
The Bristol team displayed solid
skills and excellent heading
techniques, while Trinity utilized
theirnew formation, which worked
quite well. The Bantam defense
looked strong, with players often
covering for one another.
The .Bristol team has also
defeated Williams, Amherst, and
Wesleyan on their tour, while
spitting games with UMass. The
visitors headed off to Hamilton for
a game, and will travel to three
Canadian cities' before returning
home.
The soccer team has a week off
to ready for their home opener
against Central Connecticut State
College on the 23 of September.
Following the contest versus the
Blue Devils, the Bantams host the
Fngineers of MIT on the 27th.
Then, Coach Shults' squad travels
for contest against the perennially
tough Babson .squad on October 1
and on October 4 for a clash with
the Purple Cows of Williams.
Though far down the road, a big
game will be, as always, the seasonending contest with We.sleyan. Last
year, the Cardinals defeated
Trinity 1-0 in an exciting overtime
game. According to some of the
Bristol players, who opposed both
Wesleyan and Trinity, the outcome
of this year's contest could be very
different.

Sophomore Jamie Birmingham controls the ball against Bristol defender in last Saturday's contest.
The varsity first team split their matches versus the visitors.
photo by Keryn Crohs

Smith Playday
On September 13, a chilly grey
Saturday morning, the Women's
Field Hockey team, 27 members
strong, set out for Smith College
Plavday. They all were looking

forward to seeing old friends and
playing a lot of hockey.
The day began with a game
against Mt. Holyoke. The Bantam

women were strong from the start,
and Holyoke provided some very
tough opposition. Throughout the
first half, the defense was tight,
with excellent sitckwork by

Captain Lisa Lorillard and Amy
Waugh. Towards the end of the
half, with an assist by Louise Kerr,
Annie Mathiason knocked in the
first and only goal of the game.
In the second half, the second
team took to the field. Solid
defense and aggressive attack were
the key to success. Laura Gill and
Judy Peterson played extremely
well.
The Bantams then went onto
play Bales College. Trinity was
solid at all points in this game.
Bates chalked their first goal up
with a penalty flick. For Trinity,
Lorillard slammed one in with a
hard drive and a deflection off the
Bates' goalie pads. The second half
proved to be in Bates' favor, but
Trin kept on attacking. Susie
Schwartz got a goal in to tie the
score 2-2, but Bates pounded in a
third and final .tally to give them a
3-2 win.

i fa a tecMing dtfll Aafffa
pftow by Kwyn Crohj

Wellesley was Trinity's next
competitor. After breaking for
lunch, the Bants were ready to take
the field again. Ro Spier knocked
one in to make the score 1-0 at the
end of the half. In the second
stanza, Schwartz once again
slipped . o n e by the Wellesley
netminder. Towards the end of the
game, Wellesley managed to gel by
the mighty Bantam defense to
score one goal, making the final
score Trin • 2. Weliesley - 1.

The fourth game found the
Trinity women looking at some
familiar faces from last year:
Middleburv. The Bants knew that
the Panther women were tough to
beat, so they gave it all they had.
The first half was scoreless; the
Trin team played forcefully on
both defense and attack. In the
second half, the Bantams let in two
goals, but still rallied on1 to P'a>
aggressively and consistently.
The final game saw
matched up against the mighty
geniuses of MIT. This ended up to
be a "dirty" game, but nevertheless.
Captain Lorillard came through to
score the one and only goal on a
hard drive from the edge of the
circle.
The Bantams open their regular
season with a home game against
Connecticut College on Thursday.
Sept. 18. Coach Robin Sheppard is
very optimistic about the team.
There are only four seniors. t»o
juniors, eight sophomores and
fourteen freshmen, "The team is
young and very fast." says Sheppard. With the loss of seven senior*
and Lisa Nolen and Ginny Gardner, who are away for the semester,
there is plenty of room for underclassmen to move up to tnr
varsity level. The team hope* iof
the support of the Trinity l»n» *' .
Thursday* game.

